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Preface 
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the Michigan Technological University campus. Unless otherwise noted, the copyright 
for material in this document has been retained by the authors.  
A version of the work presented in Chapter 3 was previously published [Nina 
Pacella, Andrew DeRouin, Brandon Pereles and Keat Ghee Ong, “Geometrical 
modification of magnetoelastic sensors to enhance sensitivity,” Smart Materials and 
Structures, 24, 025018, 2015.]. Nina Pacella was primarily responsible for conducting the 
experiments using individual sensors and 3D printing the coil apparatus, while I was 
responsible for overseeing the project, designing the detection device, and running 
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he also contributed to the CAD design. Keat Ghee Ong oversaw the project as the adviser 
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by applying loads on the null locations of multiple resonant mode,” Smart Materials and 
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designing and fabricating the detection device, writing the manuscript, as well as 
analyzing and preparing the resulting data. Keat Ghee Ong oversaw the project, 
contributed to the design conception, data processing, and manuscript composition. 
The work presented in Chapter 5 was previously published in [Andrew DeRouin, 
Nina Pacella, Chunfeng Zhao, Kai-Nan An, Keat Ghee Ong, “A wireless sensor for real-
time monitoring of tensile force on sutured wound sites,” IEEE Trans. Biomedical 
Engineering, vol. 63(8), pp. 1665-1171, 2016.]. Keat Ghee Ong advised the project, 
contributed to the experimental design conception, conducted a portion of experiments, 
as well as manuscript preparation. Nina Pacella contributed to the initial sensor 
characterization and experimental setup design. I was responsible for preparing the 
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experiments. 
Chapter 7 contains work that will be submitted to IEEE Transactions on 
Biomedical Engineering. As an American Heart Association fellow, I was primarily 
responsible for the execution of this project. I conducted the degradation experiments in 
addition to the cell culture protocols. I was also a significant part of the groundwork 
going into this project, performed all image analysis, and composed the manuscript. 
Weilue He obtained the primary aortic smooth muscle cells and helped with the tissue 
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Abstract 
Magnetoelastic sensors represent a low-cost wireless and battery-less method for 
monitoring parameters in embedded or implanted applications; however, some limitations 
still exist preventing their commercial implementation. Presented in this work are a 
variety of studies that are aimed at improving the feasibility of magnetoelastic materials 
for sensing and actuating applications. Magnetoelastic resonant sensors of non-standard 
geometries were investigated to determine if geometry could play a role on the sensitivity 
of the sensor response to mass loading. It was shown that a significant increase in 
sensitivity could be achieved by using triangular sensors rather than standard rectangular 
strips. A method for monitoring multiple parameters on a single magnetoelastic resonant 
strip was also pursued. It was demonstrated that multiple parameters will have different 
effects depending on the location of the applied load due to the effect of sensor areas with 
zero vibration at different harmonics of the fundamental resonant frequency. 
 Magneto-harmonic sensors and actuators were also explored in this work. 
Specifically, it was demonstrated that magnetoelastic sensors could be implemented as a 
means of detecting stresses on deep tissue wounds, which are critical for proper healing 
of certain wound sites after surgery. Both a suture and a suture anchor design were 
investigated for their efficacy at monitoring forces applied to tendon repair sites. 
 Two detection devices were fabricated and built for this work which represent 
low-cost alternatives (both less than $200 each) to commercially available alternatives 
that minimally cost tens of thousands of dollars. This advancement reinforces the claim 
that magnetoelastic materials are a low-cost and portable sensing solution. 
 The biodegradability and cytotoxicity of a promising magnetoelastic material for 
biomedical applications, specifically Galfenol (iron-gallium), was also investigated. 
Cytotoxicity tests demonstrated that concentrations much higher than would be likely to 
be encountered in vivo are necessary to cause significant cellular toxicity. Additionally, 
surface characterization of the degraded materials suggests that the degradation rate of 
Galfenol can be wirelessly controlled through application of externally applied magnetic 
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fields to more readily expose the bulk material to biological solvents. Further studies 
involving the in vivo response of this material for stenting and other biomedical 
applications are warranted. 
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1. Background and Research Objectives 
The evolution of physiological monitoring has been critical for diagnosing and 
preventing pathologies as well as tracking the efficacy of human interventions. Most 
quantitative diagnostic and monitoring tools today still rely on external, wired 
connections to obtain useful biofeedback; however, a number of wireless and implantable 
solutions have emerged in the past several decades which have the potential to 
revolutionize healthcare. While most of these systems have not reached the stage of 
clinical trials, their impact on human health and quality of life will likely be of great 
significance. 
The goal of implantable medical sensors and actuators is the reduction of healthcare 
costs, improved healing times, and improved patient outcomes. Many implantable 
sensors are integrated into current implantable devices. For example, implantable glucose 
pumps contain glucose sensors which help in determining when and how much insulin 
should be delivered to the patient [1.1]. Similarly, heart activity is monitored in order to 
determine the correct timing and intensity required to provide vital information for 
implantable cardioverter defibrillators to jump-start failing hearts [1.2]. Cochlear 
implants also contain sensing elements; microphone sensors are used to pick up external 
vibrations which are then processed and applied to electrodes that directly stimulate the 
auditory nerve [1.3]. 
 
1.1. Evidence-Based Care 
Recently, there has been a push in the medical community to transition towards 
evidence-based care. Scholarly articles present a vast amount of data that can be used to 
improve the quality of care given by physicians; however, there has traditionally been 
very little integration of scientific findings into clinical practice. Grimshaw and Eccles 
found that 30-40% of treatments were not in accordance with current scientific evidence 
while 20-25% of the care provided was found to be harmful or unnecessary [1.4,1.5]. 
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There are a number of significant hurdles contributing to this problem. While some 
physicians do not actively attempt to disseminate research findings for integration into 
their practices, others do not agree with results obtained in the studies. The inability to 
replicate the same results as the publishing authors is also an issue which may arise due 
to lack of instrumentation, patient compliance, variability among patients, or time 
available for physicians to train [1.4]. While physician experience is critical in the proper 
diagnoses and treatment of physiological ailments, tools that have emerged for use in 
understanding, visualizing, and predicting the course of pathologies have improved the 
field of medicine tremendously and have helped to usher in evidence-based care by 
providing a basis for comparison. To that end, and with the miniaturization of electronic 
components, a number of wireless systems have recently been put forward to quantify 
physiological parameters. Such instruments are capable of bridging the gap between data 
collected in research studies and the conditions of the individual patient which can vary 
based on physical activity level, diet, anatomical variability, and a number of other 
factors. As a result, wireless sensing technologies are arising which open the door to 
patient-centered and evidence-based care, rather than “top-down” textbook protocols. 
These technologies, in the hands of physicians, represent a method for providing 
biofeedback regarding individual patients as well as a platform for collecting data on a 
large scale for further understanding of pathologies and improved treatment protocols. 
 
1.2. Sensor Power Schemes 
Existing wireless sensing systems fall into several categories. Active systems tend 
to be all-in-one solutions that include on-board power sources such as batteries and/or 
capacitive storage [1.6]. Passive systems, on the other hand, act independently and either 
produce a signal as a direct result of stimulus or through the use of externally coupled 
power sources (mutual inductance coupling). These systems operate by using 
sophisticated electronics and detection algorithms externally rather than directly 
incorporated with the sensor. Passive systems typically have the advantage of integrating 
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more seamlessly into the desired application, are smaller due to the lack of complexity of 
the physical implant, and do not need to be removed/replaced due to the absence of an 
on-board power source. Active sensing systems, on the other hand, can generally obtain 
more information (more sensing elements, higher resolution, or higher sensitivity, etc.) 
and can be used in the form of wireless sensor networks to relay large quantities of 
information. Active systems can also provide a constant flow of information, whereas 
passive sensors only relay information when interrogated externally. Some systems can 
be considered semi-passive, such as those with onboard power sources which can be 
wirelessly charged or harvest energy from their environment. These sensor systems have 
the same advantages and disadvantages as active systems except that the power supply 
does not need to be replaced over time and space requirements are often increased to 
achieve the added functionality. 
 
1.2.1. Active Sensors 
Active sensors have a number of advantages, especially when the monitoring area 
is accessible on a periodic or constant basis. This allows their power supplies to be 
recharged or replaced manually. Their high degree of power storage makes active sensors 
ideal for providing a continuous flow of data from the embedded device to a remote 
transceiver. However, it also comes with the necessity to change the power source upon 
depletion. As a result, active sensors are not ideal for situations where access to the 
device is restricted or impossible. 
With active sensors, it is typically possible to include more complexity and 
functionality in the sensing system. This can include multiple sensing channels, multiple 
sensing parameters, and improved performance (resolution, sampling rate, transmission 
distance, etc.) when compared to other types of systems. The tradeoff for these 
characteristics is in size of the physical device, the necessity for invasive power supply 
replacement, careful power supply management, and a less durable composition. 
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1.2.2. Semi-Passive Sensors 
Semi-passive (or semi-active) sensors are similar to active sensors, but include a 
mechanism for wireless powering. These systems can still incorporate active circuit 
components. The primary advantage of semi-passive systems is that they are able to 
preserve some of the measurement characteristics of active systems while allowing the 
embedded system to remain embedded and functional for an extended duration without 
accessing the embedded location. Implantable force measurement devices for the knee 
[1.7] and spine [1.8] are examples of semi-passive medical sensors. In addition to 
extended lifetime, these devices are often implemented to reduce the number of failure-
prone or environmentally sensitive components. 
 
1.2.3. Passive Sensors 
The third category of sensor systems is considered “passive,” meaning that they do 
not contain active components or an onboard power source. Surface acoustic wave 
(SAW), inductive-capacitive (LC), and magnetic-based platforms are some of the most 
common passive systems. The functionality of these systems relies on short-range 
electromagnetic, magnetic, or acoustic coupling between the sensor and an external 
detection unit [1.6].  
 
1.2.3.1. Inductive-Capacitive Sensors 
LC sensors are comprised of an inductive and a capacitive component (and 
sometimes a resistive component). The inductive component couples to an external 
detection coil through mutual inductance coupling, and the resonant frequency of the 
circuit is determined. The most common configuration for LC sensors implements an 
inductive component for coupling electromagnetic energy and a capacitive element that 
varies based on the parameter of interest. As the capacitance of the LC circuit changes, 
the resonant frequency changes. In some cases, the inductive element is used as both the 
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sensing and the energy coupling component. A third case exists wherein a resistive 
element is added to the circuit and used as the sensing element. Although the resistive 
element does not change the resonant frequency, the damping that it applies to the system 
does have a significant effect on the quality factor of the resonance. The advantage of 
using resonant frequency detection is that the error due to displacement of the sensor 
relative to the detector coil is very low. Additionally, decreasing the quality factor by 
increasing the resistance of the resistive element decreases the signal strength, thus 
decreasing the maximum detection range. 
LC sensors have the advantage of high durability and small physical footprint since 
they can be created from any conductive material. Often, LC sensors are printed on 
fiberglass PCB with a single jumper to complete the circuit [1.9]. More recently, LC 
sensors have been created which implement only a single layer conductive spiral which 
acts as both the sensing and inductive coupling element. This is achieved by using the 
parasitic capacitance between parallel traces as a sensing element [1.10]. 
 
1.2.3.2. Magnetoelastic Sensors 
Another example of a passive sensor is the magnetoelastic sensor. Magnetoelastic 
materials can convert mechanical (elastic) energy to magnetic energy as well as magnetic 
to mechanical. Because magnetic field is not significantly attenuated by human tissue 
when compared to electric field, magnetoelastic sensors are more desirable for use in 
biomedical applications than inductive-capacitive sensors, especially when the parameter 
of interest requires implantation in the deep tissue. Magnetoelastic sensors resonate when 
they experience an AC magnetic field at their mechanical resonant frequencies. 
Depending on material selection, small magnetoelastic sensors in the range of a few 
millimeters to a few centimeters experience mechanical resonance in the range of tens of 
kHz to several MHz. Like any mechanical structure, the resonance is dependent on the 
elasticity and mass of the structure as well as any damping acting on it. Taking this into 
consideration, applied force [1.11], stress [1.12], pressure [1.13], or strain [1.14] can be 
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determined using this type of sensor. By applying surface coatings which react with 
and/or absorb specific compounds, the mass of the sensor can be changed, thus allowing 
remote monitoring of chemicals. Examples of parameters that have been monitored are 
humidity [1.15], carbon dioxide [1.16], ammonia [1.17], pH [1.18], biological parameters 
such as glucose concentration [1.19], bacteria growth/presence [1.20,1.21], and 
coagulation [1.22,1.23]. 
Magnetoelastic sensors can also be interrogated by monitoring the change in their 
permeability with applied stress [1.24]. By monitoring the signal at harmonics of the 
excitation frequency, the non-linear magnetization of the magnetoelastic sensor can be 
isolated from the excitation field. Resonant mode detection of physical parameters using 
magnetoelastic sensors has high sensitivity but low range due to the effects of damping. 
Harmonic detection, on the other hand, has a much higher load range [1.25], especially 
when dealing with positive magnetostriction materials whose permeability increases with 
applied stress. However, Pereles and coworkers recently showed that loading at the null 
locations of magnetoelastic resonant sensors (points of zero vibration) can significantly 
increase the dynamic range of this sensing method [1.25].  
 
1.3. Research Objective 
Due to their small size, long lifetime, and high resilience to environmental factors, 
passive sensors are ideal for medical implant applications. For example Green and 
coworkers proposed a biliary stent sensor for use in monitoring “sludge accumulations” 
in biliary stents [1.26]. Puckett and coworkers also investigated coagulation detection for 
blood coagulation monitoring applications [1.22]. Although these systems have been 
investigated in the laboratory, they are not readily available on the market due to several 
drawbacks for their use. These shortcomings include the inability to monitor multiple 
parameters simultaneously, error due to displacement from the detection coil/system, and 
relatively high costs of detection devices compared to competing technologies. 
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Recent work has addressed some of these drawbacks for inductive-capacitive 
sensors. Specifically, LC sensors capable of multi-parameter monitoring were developed 
in addition to LC sensors consisting of only a single layer of conductor (decreasing unit 
price). These improvements to LC sensor technology improve their feasibility for 
acceptance in commercial applications. The goal of this work is similar; to improve the 
feasibility of magnetoelastic sensors for a variety of biomedical-focused applications.  
Several methods and applications are discussed here. Thus, Chapter 2 details the theory 
of operation for the magnetoelastic resonance and harmonic detection modes as well as 
the development of low-cost detection systems for each mode. A method for improving 
magnetoelastic sensor activity is discussed in Chapter 3, and monitoring multiple 
parameters simultaneously is discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 explore 
two applications of the magneto-harmonic sensing method as well as a method for 
decreasing error due to changing distance of the sensor with the detection coil. Chapter 7 
additionally addresses the biocompatibility of a potential magnetoelastic biomaterial 
comprised of iron and gallium (Fe80Ga20). The studies conducted here provide insights 
into the feasibility of implementing magnetoelastic sensors and actuators in biomedical 
applications. 
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A version of this material will be submitted to IEEE Sensors Journal 
2. Magnetoelastic Detection Theory and Device Development 
As stated in Chapter 1, magnetoelastic sensors have been proposed as medical 
sensors in a variety of applications; however, one of the fundamental barriers to 
widespread acceptance and implementation of this technology (even beyond medical 
applications) is the absence of a cost-effective detection device targeted at monitoring 
these sensors in their intended detection mode. 
 
2.1. Magnetic Materials Theory 
In order to understand the operation of magnetoelastic materials for sensing 
applications, it is necessary to build an understanding of the behavior of magnetic 
materials. For a magnetic material to operate as a repeatable sensor, it has to have a 
consistent output for any given input; its current output does not depend on previous 
loading conditions. Therefore, the most desirable starting point for a magnetic sensor is to 
utilize what is referred to as a “soft” magnetic material. A perfectly soft magnetic 
material is a material that magnetizes when exposed to a magnetic field and demagnetizes 
completely when the field is removed (no previous “magnetic memory”). This concept 
can be visualized in the BH loop shown in Figure 2.1a, which shows the magnetic flux 
density B (incident magnetic field H plus magnetization M) as a function of applied 
magnetic field H. In contrast, a “hard” magnetic material (Figure 2.1b) will magnetize up 
to a certain threshold (saturation magnetization Hs) when exposed to an applied field, but 
will have some remaining field after the field is removed known as the remanence, Hr. 
An additional magnetic field of opposite polarity would then be required to demagnetize 
the material, which is known as the coercive force, Hc. The ideal magnetic material for 
use in most sensing applications would exhibit a minimum hysteresis, and thus, zero 
remanence and coercive force. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 2.1. (a) BH-Loop of a soft magnetic material (b) BH-Loop of a hard magnetic material. 
  
 While there are a variety of different magnetic parameters that can be used in 
sensing applications, the focus of this work is on materials exhibiting magnetoelastic 
properties. Magnetoelasticity refers to the coupling of magnetic and elastic/mechanical 
energies within the material. In other words, magnetoelastic materials exhibit a 
mechanical change with an applied magnetic field and a magnetic change when exposed 
to a mechanical stimulus. Specifically, a stress applied to the material will change its 
magnetic permeability µ, which is the slope of the linear portion of the BH characteristic. 
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Conversely, an applied magnetic field will result in a change in the material’s dimensions 
as given by [2.1]: 
𝜀𝜀 = 𝜎𝜎
𝐸𝐸
+ 3
𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠
 �𝐻𝐻2
𝐻𝐻𝑘𝑘
−
1
3
�   where H < Hk   (2.1)  
Where ε is the induced strain, σ is the longitudinal stress, E is the Young’s modulus, λs is 
the saturation magnetostriction, H is the applied magnetic field, and Hk is the anisotropy 
field. The strain resulting from an applied magnetic field is known as the material’s 
magnetostriction, while the change in the material’s Young’s modulus is known as the 
ΔE Effect. The magnetostrictive and ΔE effects occur due to rotation of magnetic 
domains within the material on an atomic level. The rotation of the magnetic domains to 
align with the applied field direction causes a stretching along the direction of the field 
and also induces an internal strain on the material that causes the change in the material’s 
elasticity. 
 In magnetoelastic materials, the reverse situation is also true; an applied stress 
changes their anisotropy, Hk, and their susceptibility, χ, according to [2.2]: 
𝐻𝐻𝑘𝑘 = 2𝐾𝐾𝑢𝑢−3𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠𝜎𝜎𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆        (2.2)  
𝜒𝜒 = 𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠2
2𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾−3𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠𝜎𝜎
        (2.3)  
which is known as the Villari Effect. The susceptibility of the material is directly related 
to its magnetic permeability by [2.2]: 
µ = µ0(1+χ)        (2.4)  
For materials with positive magnetostriction, as will be discussed in future chapters, an 
increase in applied stress causes an increase in magnetic permeability. 
 
2.2. Magnetoelastic Resonance Detection 
The most common method for magnetoelastic sensor detection reported in 
literature today is by monitoring the sensor resonance as a function of the parameter of 
interest. Like any mechanical structure, a magnetoelastic sensor exhibits a mechanical 
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resonance behavior depending on its mass, elasticity, and any damping forces applied. 
The typical rectangular resonant sensor will have resonant frequencies as given by [2.3]: 
𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛 =  𝑛𝑛2𝐿𝐿 � 𝐸𝐸𝜌𝜌(1−𝜈𝜈2)   n = 1, 2, 3 …    (2.5)  
where E is the Young’s modulus, ρ is the density of the material, L is the length of the 
rectangular sample, ν is the Poisson’s ratio and n indicates that resonance occurs at 
integer multiples of the fundamental resonant frequency (n=1) as shown in Figure 2.2. 
For Metglas 2826MB, a commonly used magnetoelastic thick film, the resonant 
frequencies for sensors from 1 mm to 100 mm resonate in the range of about 22 kHz (at 
100 mm) to 2.2 MHz (at 1 mm).  
Application of an external magnetic field causes the magnetic domains in the 
material to rotate along the direction of the field through the Villari Effect. This, in turn, 
causes the material to exhibit an elongation in the direction of the applied field. Upon 
excitation with a sinusoidal magnetic field, the material will exhibit a longitudinal 
vibration. At the mechanical resonant frequency, constructive acoustic wave energy will 
cause a maximum in vibration amplitude, thus causing the permeability of the material to 
rise. Since the acoustic wave propagation corresponds to the magnetic domain 
orientation, the sensor produces a secondary magnetic flux which exhibits a local 
maximum at mechanical resonance. This can be detected in a number of ways; most of 
which center around detecting the current generated on a detection coil through Faraday’s 
Law. 
 
2.2.1. Impedance Measurement 
 One method for measuring the resonant frequency of a magnetoelastic sensor is 
through the measurement of a detection solenoid with the magnetoelastic material acting 
as the solenoid core. As the sensor approaches resonance, the magnitude of the 
permeability changes, thus increasing the inductance of the coil given by: 
𝐿𝐿 =  µ𝑁𝑁2
𝑙𝑙
         (2.6)  
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where µ is the permeability of the core, N is the number of turns of wire, and l is the 
length of the solenoid. Various methods can be used to ascertain the coil inductance as a 
function of frequency, including commercial impedance analyzers or network analyzers. 
However, these pieces of equipment can be costly ($10000+) especially when concerned 
with higher frequency ranges and high detection amplitude/frequency resolution. These 
devices typically determine the impedance of the coil by applying a known signal and 
measuring its reflectance/transmission.  
 
2.2.2. Frequency Domain Measurement 
 Frequency domain detection is also possible for monitoring the resonant 
frequency of magnetoelastic sensors. One form of frequency detection used to monitor 
the sensors is to apply a known excitation sinusoid and monitor the detection response at 
each frequency. Fourier transformations applied to the response are used to determine the 
detection amplitude as the applied sinusoidal field is stepped through a range of 
frequencies. The resulting frequency spectrums corresponding to each excitation 
frequency can be compared, where the highest amplitude will correspond to the resonant 
frequency.  
Another method can be employed which implements a technique known as “lock-
in amplification.” Lock-in amplification relies on multiplication of the detected signal 
with a phase-locked reference signal. The result of multiplying sine waves is as follows:  𝐴𝐴1 sin(𝜔𝜔1𝑡𝑡1 + 𝜃𝜃1) ∗ 𝐴𝐴2 sin𝜔𝜔2𝑡𝑡2 + 𝜃𝜃2 =      (2.7)  
1
2
𝐴𝐴1𝐴𝐴2 cos((𝜔𝜔1 − 𝜔𝜔2) 𝑡𝑡 + 𝜃𝜃1 − 𝜃𝜃2) − 12𝐴𝐴1𝐴𝐴2 cos((𝜔𝜔1 + 𝜔𝜔2) 𝑡𝑡 + 𝜃𝜃1 + 𝜃𝜃2) 
Therefore, multiplying sinusoidal components of two signals at the same frequency will 
produce a signal component at twice the frequency and a signal component at 0 Hz (DC) 
as given by: 
 𝐴𝐴1 sin(𝜔𝜔𝑡𝑡1 + 𝜃𝜃1) ∗ 𝐴𝐴2 sin(𝜔𝜔𝑡𝑡2 + 𝜃𝜃2) =  12 𝐴𝐴1𝐴𝐴2 − 12𝐴𝐴1𝐴𝐴2 cos(2𝜔𝜔 𝑡𝑡 + 𝜃𝜃1 + 𝜃𝜃2) (2.8)  
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By implementing a high roll-off low-pass filter, only the DC component of the signal will 
remain corresponding to the component of the detection signal at the reference frequency 
as:  
1
2
𝐴𝐴1𝐴𝐴2         (2.9)  
Utilizing this concept, lock-in detection multiplies a known reference sinusoid with the 
detected signal to achieve a very narrow-band filter with amplification. By setting the 
excitation signal as the reference signal and scanning through a number of frequencies, 
the resonant frequency of a magnetoelastic sensor (maximum magnitude) can be 
discerned. 
 Lock-in amplifiers have the advantage of extremely narrow-band detection. 
However, they sacrifice detection speed due to long time constants on their low-pass 
filters and phase-locking circuits. Regardless, they are still fast enough for use in 
biomedical applications where detection speed is not a primary concern. However, like 
previously described detectors, lock-in amplifiers are relatively expensive. Additionally, 
very few lock-in amplifiers exist for frequencies above about 125 kHz, which correspond 
to sensors about 20 mm in length (anything smaller would not be detectable). Currently, 
the only device fitting this description on the market is a Sanford Research Systems 
SRS844 high frequency lock-in amplifier, which is priced at $8450. 
 
2.2.3. Time-Domain Measurement 
 Another method for measuring the resonant frequency of the magnetoelastic 
sensor is by analyzing its damping characteristics over time. In this type of system, a 
pulse of known excitation frequency and magnitude is applied for a set duration and is 
then removed. The vibrating sensor continues to vibrate in a “ring-down” pattern after the 
excitation is removed as shown in Figure 2.2. As the excitation frequency approaches the 
sensor resonant frequency, the acoustic energy storage in the material will increase. Thus, 
the starting vibration amplitude and resulting magnetization signal of the sensor will 
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increase. Therefore, by monitoring the time it takes for the ring-down response to decay 
over a range of frequencies, the resonant frequency can be determined. 
 
Figure 2.2. Typical shape of a ring-down response of a magnetoelastic after the excitation field is 
removed. 
 
2.3. Threshold-Crossing Detection Device 
 In applications proposed in later chapters, a wearable patient-centered detection 
device would be needed in order to effectively monitor the parameter of interest. While 
currently devices have been proposed for interrogating these sensors, none have been 
proven as a low-cost option, causing magnetoelastic sensing platforms to be ignored in 
commercial applications. Therefore, a low-cost detection device was designed and 
fabricated for detection of magnetoelastic sensors in resonant mode. The device 
functioned based on the ring-down detection as described in Section 2.1.3. The excitation 
and detection circuitry is described in the following sections. 
 
2.3.1. Threshold-Crossing Circuit 
 A Texas Instruments MSP430f2618 microcontroller controlled all functions of the 
circuit and was used to communicate through 128kBaud RS232 communication to a 
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MATLAB graphical user interface on a PC. An AD5932 direct digital synthesis (DDS) 
function generator chip was chosen for signal generation due to its 1 Hz frequency 
resolution, programmable frequency sweep, and high frequency range (20 MHz) and 
communicated to the microcontroller using 4-wire SPI communication. The digital-to-
analog (DAC) output of the AD5932 chip was filtered and amplified to smooth and 
condition the signal for power amplification. A variable-gain stage was included to allow 
for flexibility when using a variety of different detection coils. A class-AB output stage 
in the feedback loop of an LF353 operational amplifier provided the excitation signal to 
the excitation/detection coil using TIP41C and TIP42C bipolar junction transistors for 
power amplification. The 12-bit DAC output of the MSP430f2618 microcontroller was 
added to the AC signal prior to power amplification using a summing circuit to allow for 
software-programmable DC bias control. 
 An ADG452 digital switch was used to connect the excitation circuit to the coil. 
The detection circuit was also connected through the digital switch in order to allow 
software-controlled switching between excitation and detection circuitry. This was 
necessary for quickly and repeatedly detecting the ring-down response before it was 
dissipated.  
 The detection circuitry consisted of an AD624 instrument amplifier input stage set 
to a gain of 500 followed by a bandpass filtering stage with corner frequencies (-3dB) at 
10 kHz and 1.5 MHz. The filtered output was then amplified with a variable-gain stage to 
allow modification for different detection coil types. An AD8564 high-speed comparator 
was implemented with two thresholds set by digital potentiometers. The thresholds were 
implemented to allow software-controlled sensitivity thresholds. 
 The comparator outputs of the AD8564 were connected to two MSP430 
input/output pins configured as inputs with bi-directional interrupts (high-to-low and low-
to-high). A graphical user interface is shown in Figure 2.3. As illustrated, the user was 
able to set parameters for the frequency sweep in addition to the duration of each test. 
After the sweep, the GUI displayed the combined number of times that the ring-down 
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signal crossed the threshold level for each threshold. The option to apply a 3-point 
moving average filter was also included. The GUI calculated the resonant frequency by 
determining the maximum point in the filtered data in order to eliminate error due to 
noise peaks around the actual maximum. 
 The logical flow of the device function is as follows. The PC GUI sends the 
device parameters to the microcontroller and waits for the collected data to be sent back. 
The microcontroller then tells the function generator to start generating the excitation 
signal. After 250 µs, the output of the excitation circuit is connected to the coil, and after 
250 µs of applying the excitation signal to the coil it is then disconnected and unpowered. 
At the same time, the detection circuit is connected. 20 µs is allowed before data is 
collected to wait for the detection circuit to stabilize. The data is collected for 10 ms (or 
more depending on user input) and the data is transmitted over serial communication to 
the GUI, where it is saved, processed, and displayed. 
 
 
Figure 2.3. Image of the magnetoelastic resonance sensor detector 
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The device presented here is a practical, low-cost solution for sensing magnetoelastic 
sensors in resonant mode. Although previous work has described devices for monitoring 
sensors in this mode in the past [2.4, 2.5], they were designed for use in a research lab 
rather than a commercial application where cost-effectiveness is critical. Table A1 in the 
Appendix shows the bill of materials for this device. The cost of building an individual 
device is currently $196.76. But fabrication in bulk (1000+) is as low as $91.84 per 
device. With this type of system, hospitals could reasonably lend these devices out to 
patients on a basis similar to what is currently implemented with heart-monitoring 
systems. 
 
2.4. Magneto-Harmonic Detection 
Because the permeability of magnetoelastic materials changes with applied stress, 
the amplitude of the magnetization of the sensor will increase with stress given a constant 
excitation magnetic field. The magnetization field will consist of multiple frequency 
components due to the material’s nonlinear magnetization curve; specifically a sinusoidal 
excitation field will result in a magnetoelastic sensor magnetization field composed of 
components at the excitation frequency in addition to frequency components at multiples, 
or harmonics, of the excitation frequency. The resulting signal in terms of its frequency 
components can be written as [2.6]: 
𝐵𝐵(ℎ) = 𝐶𝐶0 + ∑ 2|𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛| cos � 𝑛𝑛ℎℎ𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 + 𝜙𝜙�∞𝑛𝑛=1     (2.10)  
where B is the magnetic flux, C0 is a DC offset, bn is the coefficient of the nth order, h is 
the applied AC field, and ϕ is the phase angle. 
 Work by Ong and colleagues showed that the harmonic amplitude of the nth order 
harmonic can be determined by [2.7]: 
𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛 = 𝜄𝜄𝐵𝐵𝑠𝑠𝜔𝜔𝜋𝜋2 |𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗𝑛𝑛𝜋𝜋𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 cos(𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋) − 𝜅𝜅 sin 1𝜅𝜅 |   (2.11)  
𝜅𝜅 =  ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝑠𝑠
𝑛𝑛𝜋𝜋(𝐵𝐵𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝑘𝑘−3𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠𝜎𝜎)      (2.12)  
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where An is the amplitude of the nth order harmonic, Hdc is the applied DC biasing field, ι 
is the coupling between the sensor and the coil, B is the magnetic flux density, ω is the 
radian frequency, Hk is the anisotropy field, λs is the saturation magnetostriction, and σ is 
the stress applied to the sensor. Typically, spectral analysis involving envelope detection 
or Fourier Transform methods are implemented to analyze the harmonic response. It is 
also possible to use the lock-in detection method described in Section 2.12 to monitor a 
single frequency component of the response at a time. 
 
2.5. Harmonic Detection Device 
A low-cost detection device was designed and fabricated for monitoring the 
harmonic response of magnetoelastic sensors. The harmonic detection device operated by 
implementing time-domain signal acquisition followed by a Fourier Transform of the 
data to obtain the frequency spectrum of the sensor response. The desired detection range 
was 200 Hz corresponding to a frequency range sufficiently above 60 Hz wall noise to 
filter yet low enough to minimize frequency-dependent hysteresis loss. Excitation and 
detection circuitry are detailed in the following sections. 
 
2.5.1. Harmonic Excitation Circuit 
A block diagram overview of the detection device is shown in Figure 2.4. A 
MATLAB graphical user interface (GUI) was generated to communicate with the 
MSP430f2618 microcontroller onboard the detection circuit PCB which also controlled 
the excitation circuit. A Wein Bridge Oscillator circuit was created to produce a 200 Hz 
sinusoidal signal. The Wein Bridge Oscillator output was amplified and filtered in order 
to smooth the signal and provide adequate voltage to the following power amplification 
circuit. Due to the nature of harmonic detection, it was critical that harmonics in the 
excitation signal were minimized in order to prevent detection of false sensor harmonics 
at the detection circuit input. An OPA548 was chosen for power amplification due to its 5 
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A current output per channel, wide supply range, thermal shutdown safety feature, and 
stability when driving inductive loads. A variable gain stage was also implemented to 
accommodate for different coil configurations, where higher coil impedance generally 
requires a higher excitation circuit output.  
A DC excitation circuit and coil were also included in the device design. The DC 
excitation field, which was connected to an independent DC excitation coil wound 
concentrically over the AC excitation coil, was generated by amplifying the MSP430 
microcontroller’s digital-to-analog converter output using LF353 general purpose op 
amps as well as a second OPA548 amplifier. The DC biasing field generated by this 
circuit added the capability for software-controlled DC biasing sweeps to locate the 
maximum amplitude response corresponding to each harmonic frequency component. 
 
 
Figure 2.4. Flowchart depicting the functionality of the magneto-harmonic detection device. 
 
2.5.2. Harmonic Detection Circuit 
Since the goal of the harmonic detection circuit was to monitor the response at the 
harmonics of the 200 Hz excitation signal, A 10th order filtering stage was used to 
amplify and filter the detection signal using LF353 general purpose amplifiers. The filter 
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was comprised of 4 bandpass Sallen-Key filtering stages as well as 2 Sallen-Key low-
pass filtering stages. The primary concerns for the filtering stages was the removal of 60 
Hz wall noise, 200 Hz excitation signal, and undesired high-frequency noise commonly 
encountered in areas with wireless communication devices. A 60 Hz notch filter was also 
included to further attenuate power line noise. The 10th order circuit was simulated in 
OrCAD Capture SPICE software and the frequency response is shown in Figure 2.5.  
 
Figure 2.5. Theoretical frequency response of the 10th order harmonic detection filter. 
 
The MATLAB graphical user interface, as shown in Figure 2.6, allows control of 
the circuit via communication to the MSP430 microcontroller. Specifically, the user 
interface allows control of a variety of parameters including: number of 200 Hz periods 
to collect data over, number of points per period, the DC current, and the internal 
MSP430 reference to use (1.5 V for signals less than 1.5 V to improve resolution and 2.5 
V for larger signals). The GUI also displays a graph of the time-domain response 
collected as well as the Fast Fourier Transform output. A second GUI was also created 
for DC biasing field sweeps as shown in Figure 2.7. For reference, the response of the 
same 6mm long Metglas 2826MB sensor was measured by an Agilent 4396B 
spectrum/network analyzer using an excitation field generated by a Fluke 271 function 
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generator amplified by a Tapco J1400 audio amplifier. The resulting response is shown in 
Figure 2.8 as the “unloaded” signal. 
Figure 2.6. Visual depiction of the magneto-harmonic detector graphical user interface monitoring 
a 6 mm long Metglas 2826MB sensor. 
 
 
Figure 2.7. The DC Biasing sweep graphical user interface measuring a 6 mm long Metglas 
2826MB strip. 
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Figure 2.8. The 6 mm long Metglas sensor response as detected by commercial equipment. 
 
The particular implementation described here does not necessarily represent a 
device with novel detection range or functionality. However, by designing the device to 
function in the narrow detection range of the sensor in addition to removing extra 
functionality of commercial equipment, this device does serve as evidence that a low-cost 
detection device can be fabricated for use in portable applications (such as wearable or 
home-monitoring applications). The result is that magneto-harmonic detection, which has 
previously been claimed as a low-cost detection method due to low sensor costs (less than 
$1 per sensor using Metglas 2826 MB), more feasible with a low-cost detection system 
also in place. A bill of materials (BOM) is provided in Table A2 of the Appendix. Given 
in the table are the components used in the device as well as their cost when purchased in 
bulk (1, 100, or 1000 parts). The overall cost for one device is $153.41 when produced as 
a stand-alone unit, but if produced in bulk (1000+) would be under $70 each including 
PCB fabrication and packaging costs. 
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Abstract 
The magnetoelastic sensor is a wireless, passive sensor platform typically 
comprised of a strip of magnetoelastic material that exhibits a mechanical vibration when 
under the excitation of a magnetic AC field. At the resonant frequency, the vibration of 
the sensor is most prominent, generating a significant secondary magnetic field that can 
be detected with a remotely located coil. Biological and chemical sensing can be realized 
by functionalizing a mass- or elasticity-changing coating on the magnetoelastic sensor, 
causing a shift in the resonant frequency when exposed to the target analyte. To date, 
most magnetoelastic sensors are rectangular and are designed to sense a uniform coating 
over the entire sensor surface. This paper presents a new magnetoelastic sensor design 
with higher sensitivity, achieved by applying non-uniform coatings and altering the 
sensor to a triangular shape. In addition, the new design allows the magnetoelastic sensor 
to form a sensor array that requires only a fraction of sample volume for multi-parameter 
sensing compared to the current sensor design. 
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3.1. Introduction 
Magnetoelastic sensors are a class of wireless, passive sensors based on resonating 
structures of magnetoelastic/magnetostrictive materials. When exposed to an excitation 
magnetic field, the magnetoelastic sensor vibrates, generating a secondary magnetic field 
that can be independently monitored. Since the vibration of the sensor is sensitive to 
mechanical loading, physical parameters such as stress, force, and liquid flow have been 
monitored by tracking the changes in the resonant frequency of the sensor [3.1-3.3]. 
Additionally, chemical and biological sensing can be achieved by applying a coating on 
the sensor surface that responds to the target of interest by changing its mass or elasticity, 
thus converting non-physical information into quantities that the sensor can detect. Using 
different functionalization schemes, magnetoelastic sensors have also been deployed for 
detecting biological and chemical quantities such as glucose, E. coli, anthrax, salmonella, 
pH, ammonia, etc. [3.4-3.9]. Due to their numerous attractive qualities, magnetoelastic 
sensors are ideal for many applications [3.10]. For example, since they are powered 
remotely with magnetic fields, magnetoelastic sensors can be interrogated without direct 
physical or optical links. As a result, they are ideal as embedded sensors where directly 
accessing them would be difficult, if not impossible. This sensor technology is also 
inexpensive, making it suitable for single use or applications requiring a large array of 
sensing elements. 
Sensitivity and selectivity are important qualities for sensors. A sensor with good 
selectivity allows differentiation of a specific target from other interferences, which 
eliminates many pre-measurement processes (to remove interference analytes) and 
allowing the sensor to be used in a complex medium such as inside a human body, 
agricultural products, etc. A sensor with high sensitivity allows it to detect a small 
quantity of target, leading to improvements in accuracy and resolution. Many 
investigations have been conducted to improve the performance of the magnetoelastic 
sensor for use in novel applications [3.11,3.12]. However, most of these investigations 
rely on the same sensor structure, which is a rectangular, free standing magnetoelastic 
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strip, and focus on uniform loading over the sensor surface. For magnetoelastic sensors of 
rectangular design can be approximately described as [3.7]: 
0 2
f m
f M
∆ ∆
= −          (3.1) 
where ∆f is the change in resonant frequency, f0 is the resonant frequency prior to the 
mass loading, ∆m is the change in mass and M is the mass of the sensor. The negative 
sign indicates the decrease in resonant frequency with applied mass due to damping. As 
evident in Eq. (3.1), the sensitivity of the sensor towards mass loading is proportional to 
the mass of the sensor. This indicates that small sensors will be more sensitive to a 
smaller mass change. However, since the resonant frequency is higher for a smaller 
sensor, it needs to operate at higher frequencies to detect small mass change. This creates 
additional challenges in the detector design and fabrication process (making a high 
frequency detector is more complicated, requiring more expensive components, and is 
more susceptible to noise). In addition, smaller sensors produce smaller magnetic fields, 
thus requiring a more sensitive detector. 
This work focuses on combining the unique properties of magnetoelastic materials 
and novel designs for realizing a sensor system with higher sensitive and selectivity 
without reducing the sensor size. A new improvement of the sensor described here is an 
enhanced sensitivity achieved by changing shape from rectangular to triangular. 
Furthermore, for most magnetoelastic sensors, the chemical/biological recognition layer 
is usually coated over the entire surface of the sensor. However, as will be shown in this 
paper, not all areas of the sensor are equally sensitive and placing the test sample at a 
specific area of the sensor (rather than uniformly coated all over the sensor) could lead to 
an increase in sensitivity. 
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3.2. Experiments 
3.2.1. Triangular Sensors versus Rectangular Sensors 
The new magnetoelastic sensor is a long triangle, where the test sample and sensing 
coating is placed at the tip of the narrow end of the triangle (see Figure 3.1a and 3.1d). 
The magnetic field is applied in parallel to the length of the triangle, resulting in a sensor 
that vibrates in the same direction. A simple model is shown in Figure 3.1a – 3.1c to 
demonstrate the increase in sensitivity of a triangular magnetoelastic sensor compared to 
a rectangular sensor when a localized loading is applied at one end. As shown in Figure 
3.1a, the mass loading is applied at the tip of the triangular sensor with a surface area of 
A1 (see Figure 3.1a). To compare between triangular and rectangular sensors, two 
loading configurations are considered. Specifically, a thin strip of coating is applied to 
the rectangular sensor along the length (Figure 3.1b) and along the width (Figure 3.1c). 
The coating on rectangular sensor covers a surface area of A0 (see Figure 3.1b and 3.1c). 
By assuming the same coating mass is applied on the triangular sensor and the 
rectangular sensor (surface area and thickness held constant) with a strip of coating along 
the length: 
1 0A A=          (3.2) 
The effect of the geometrical changes on the sensor is illustrated in Figure 3.1. A 
rectangular sensor can be modeled as number of length-wise, thin regions physically 
connected in parallel as shown in Figure 3.1a-3.1c. For a rectangular sensor, if a mass 
load is applied at the end of the sensor but does not fully cover the width of the sensor 
(e.g. the region A0 depicted in the Figure 3.1b), only the region bordering the coating, 
which in this case, rectangular region with a width of a, is affected by the loading. 
Conversely, for a triangular sensor with a mass covering the whole width of its tip, the 
loading affects the whole width of the sensor, w. Therefore, the ratio of triangular to 
rectangular sensor sensitivity can be approximated by comparing the widths of their 
affected regions for both sensors as: 
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1
0
S w
S a
=          (3.3) 
where S1 and S0 are the mass sensitivities for the triangular and rectangular sensors, 
respectively. Since the sensor is a right-angled triangle, / /d c w L= . The coating area at 
the triangular sensor (Figure 3.1a) can then be determined as: 
 
2
1 2 2
cd wcA
L
= =         (3.4) 
Similarly, the coating area at the rectangular sensor (Figure 3.1b) is: 
 0A ca=          (3.5) 
Rearranging Eq. (3.4) and Eq. (3.5), and substituting into Eq. (3.3) along with Eq. (3.2) 
yields: 
 
2
1 1
0 0
2 / 2
/
S w A L c L
S a A c c
= = =        (3.6) 
Eq. (6) indicates that compared to the traditional rectangular sensor, the sensitivity of a 
triangular sensor can be theoretically increased by a dimensional factor L/c. The model 
used to derive Eq. (4) assumes no vibration energy loss from the asymmetry of the 
triangular sensor and no coupling among the vibrations across the width of the 
rectangular sensor. In reality, both assumptions are not ideal and hence the actual signal 
increase is less than that predicted from Eq. (4). However, Eq. (4) is still useful for sensor 
design. Specifically, Eq. (4) points to that a long triangular sensor with a small coating 
footprint would have a higher sensitivity. Therefore, for a fixed sensor length (L), the 
sensitivity of a triangular sensor can be further increased by reducing the length of the 
coated region, while there is no such sensitivity improvement for a rectangular sensor. 
Using a similar analysis for the widthwise coated rectangular sensor (Figure 3.1c and 
3.1f) and assuming the coated surface area is the same for the triangular sensor and 
widthwise coated rectangular sensor, the ratio of their sensitivities can be derived as: 
 1 0/ /S S w d=          (3.7) 
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Eq. (7) indicates that a smaller coating area for the triangular sensor can lead to higher 
sensitivity compared to the widthwise coated rectangular sensor. 
 
   
 
Figure 3.1. (a) For a triangular sensor, a coating at the tip affects the vibrations of the whole 
sensor (indicated by green arrows). (b) A rectangular sensor with the same volume/mass of 
coating along the length only leads to a narrow strip with width of a, thus only the region with 
coating affects the sensor vibrations (indicated by the green arrow). This led to a lower sensitivity 
compared to the triangular sensor. (c) A rectangular sensor with the same volume/mass of 
coating across the width at one end of sensor has lower sensitivity compared to a triangular 
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sensor because the vibrating energy of the triangular sensor focuses at a narrower width of d but 
the vibrating energy of the triangular sensor has to focus at the full width of the sensor w. The 
photographs of the (d) triangular sensor, (e) lengthwise coated sensor, and (f) widthwise coated 
sensor are also shown. 
 
3.2.2. Sensor Fabrication and Calibration 
Metglas 2826MB (Fe40Ni38Mo4B18) was purchased from Metglas Inc as a 
continuous ribbon of 12.7 mm in width and 30 µm in thickness. Metglas 2826MB is a 
commonly used magnetoelastic material with a saturation magnetostriction (maximum 
change in dimension under magnetic field) of 12 ppm. This material is magnetically soft 
and has a magnetic permeability of 50,000 for an as-cast sample. Magnetoelastic sensors 
used in this experiment were mechanically sheared from the ribbon into the desired 
shape. To examine the sensor response with increasing loading, a layer of acrylic enamel 
(Plaid Enterprise) was painted at the tip of the triangular sensor (Figure 3.1d), and at one 
of the ends of the rectangular sensor (Figure 3.1e and 3.1f). The mass of the coating was 
determined by taking the difference of the sensor weights before and after the coating. 
The experimental setup, similar to the setup in other previous work [3.13], is 
illustrated in Figure 3.2. A Fluke 271 function generator was used to generate a sine 
wave of varying frequencies, and the signal was amplified by a Tapco Juice 1400 
amplifier. The captured signal from the sensor, at each frequency point, was fed to a lock-
in amplifier (Stanford Research System SR810) to measure its magnitude and phase. The 
excitation coil was made of two serial-connected coils forming a Helmholtz 
configuration. Each coil was 28 cm in diameter, 50 in turns and was made of 18 gauge 
laminated copper wires. The excitation field strength was 100 A/m for all tests. The 
detection coil consisted of two 17.6 cm × 12.0 cm opposite-wound coils, each with 100 
turns of 36 gauge copper wire. A custom Visual Basic 6.0 program was used to control 
the frequency sweep operation. The magnitude of the signal measured by the lock-in 
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amplifier was plotted against frequency, and the resonant frequency was determined as 
the frequency that corresponded to the largest signal magnitude.  
Triangular and rectangular sensors were fabricated to examine their respective 
sensitivities towards mass loading. For the triangular sensor, L = 46 mm, w = 12.7 mm 
and c = 5 mm. For the rectangular sensors, L = 56 mm, w = 12.7 mm, c = 5 mm, and a = 
1 mm. Note that the coating area of the triangular sensor was smaller than that of the 
rectangular sensor. To compensate for the difference in coating areas (and therefore 
mass), the sensitivity of the sensor was defined as the change in coating mass, ∆m, over 
the mass of the sensor M. Therefore, the sensor was more sensitive if the ratio ∆m/M was 
higher, regardless of the sensor size. In other words, all measurements were normalized 
to the mass change to compensate for the difference in coating area. 
 
Figure 3.2. Experimental setup for characterizing the mass sensitivities of the triangular and 
rectangular sensors. 
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3.2.3. Sensor Array Fabrication and Demonstration 
With triangular design, a polar array of sensors can be formed so that only a small 
amount of test sample is needed for all sensors at their tips. Figure 3.3 is a photograph of 
the sensor holder designed for a maximum of eight sensors. The holder was printed with 
a V-flash 3D modeler (3D Systems, Rock Hill, SC), and painted with acrylic enamel 
(Walmart’s fast dry gloss spray paint) to prevent test liquid from seeping into the holder. 
The diameter of the holder was 56 mm. The sensors were arrayed with their tips pointed 
towards the center. The lengths and widths of the sensors, from the largest to the smallest, 
were 23.41 mm and 3.23 mm, 21.25 mm and 3.15 mm, 19.31 mm and 3.35 mm, 17.75 
mm and 3.45 mm, 16.05 mm and 2.75 mm, 15.05 mm and 3.73 14.35 mm and 3.73 mm, 
14.35 mm and 3.44 mm and 12.85 mm and 3.19 mm, respectively. To simultaneously 
interrogate all sensors, a spiral coil was placed at the bottom of the sample holder as 
shown in Figure 3.3. The spiral coil was made of 26 gauge tightly wounded laminated 
copper wire, had 50 turns, and had an inner diameter of 12 mm and outer diameter of 55 
mm. 
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Figure 3.3. A photograph of the triangular sensor array (a) with the sensor holder and (b) with 
only the spiral detection coil. The triangular sensors form a polar array in to a “flower” pattern. 
The center of the array is the testing area that exposed the sample to all sensors. 
 
Customized electronic circuits were fabricated to monitor the sensor array. Figure 
3.4 illustrates the block diagram of the circuits. A microcontroller (Texas Instruments 
MSP 430) controlled a function generator to produce a sinusoidal signal for 8 ms to 
vibrate the sensor. The excitation signal was then turned off, allowing the sensor to 
experience an exponentially decaying vibration. The sensor signal (sinusoidal pulses with 
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a decaying exponential profile) at 100 µs after turning off the excitation signal was 
passed through two comparators at 50 mV and 100 mV. The numbers of pulses detected 
from both comparators were summed to determine the signal amplitude at each 
frequency. The function generator continued to increase the frequency and capture the 
sensor’s signal amplitudes at all frequencies to construct the resonance plot; the resonant 
frequency was determined as the frequency with the largest signal amplitude. 
 
Figure 3.4. Block diagram of the custom detector that measured the resonant frequencies of the 
sensor array. 
An experiment was conducted to demonstrate the functionality of the sensor 
array. Four triangular sensors, with length and width of 28.5 mm and 7.0 mm (Sensor A), 
25.2 mm and 6.2 mm (Sensor B), 23.3 mm and 5.3 mm (Sensor C), and 21.3 mm and 5.5 
mm (Sensor D), respectively, were placed in the same holder shown in Figure 3.3 with 
an empty slot between two adjacent sensors. The tip of Sensor A was coated with 
watercolor paint (Daler Rowney) that was water soluble, and Sensor C was coated with 
oil paint (Daler Rowney) that was not water soluble. Sensor B and Sensor D were 
uncoated. Distilled water was placed at the testing chamber of the sensor holder, 
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submerging all four sensor tips. The resonant frequencies of the four sensors were then 
measured as a function of time. 
 
3.3. Results and Discussions 
Figure 3.5 plots the mass loading sensitivity of rectangular sensors with various 
coating conditions (complete coating, partial coating along the length, and partial coating 
along the width), as well as sensitivity of the triangular sensor. As expected, the 
rectangular sensor with complete coating on its surface has the lowest sensitivity (slope = 
20 kHz·M /∆m) compared to the partially coated sensors. The rectangular sensor with 
coating along its width has a slightly larger sensitive (slope = 48 kHz·M /∆m) than the 
one with coating along its length (slope = 38 kHz·M /∆m). Nevertheless, all partially 
coated rectangular sensors have at least two times the mass sensitivity than the sensor 
with complete coating. Compared to the rectangular sensors, the sensitivity of the 
triangular sensor (slope = 165 kHz·M /∆m) was 3 to 4 times larger than the rectangular 
sensors. This observation confirms the trend described in Eq. (4) and (5). However, the 
sensitivity increase was smaller than predicted in the equations due to the effects in the 
triangular sensor that were not included in the derivation of the equations. For example, 
since the coated region of the rectangular sensors was physically connected to the rest of 
the strip, it experienced some damping effect from the mass. Nevertheless, Figure 3.5 is 
a clear indication that the triangular sensor had a larger sensitivity when the coating was 
applied to the tip of the narrow end of the sensor. 
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Figure 3.5. Mass sensitivity of a triangular sensor, a rectangular sensor with a strip coated along 
its length, a rectangular sensor with a strip coated along its width, and a fully coated rectangular 
sensor. The triangular sensor showed the highest sensitivity compared to the rectangular 
sensors, while the fully coated rectangular sensor has the lowest mass sensitivity. The error bars 
represent standard deviation of 3 measurements. 
 
Figure 3.6 demonstrates the effect of coating area on mass sensitivity of the 
triangular sensor. By increasing the length of the coating (c in Figure 3.1) while keeping 
the sensor’s length L constant, the sensitivity of the sensor decreased. This is consistent 
with Eq. (3.4), which indicated the sensitivity of a triangular sensor should increase with 
smaller value of c compared to L. 
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Figure 3.6. Mass sensitivity of a triangular sensor when the length of the coating area, c, was 5 
mm and 7.5 mm. Increasing c, corresponding to larger coating area, resulted in a reduction of 
sensitivity. The error bars represent standard deviation of 3 measurements. 
 
Figure 3.7 depicts the effects of varying the width on the sensitivity of the 
triangular and rectangular sensors with a lengthwise partial coating. Figure 3.7a shows 
that a sensor with smaller width has a higher mass sensitivity. In contrast, for the 
rectangular sensor, the sensor’s width has little to no impact on the sensor’s sensitivity, 
see Figure 3.7b. This allows the sensitivity of the triangular sensor to be further 
increased by reducing the width of the triangle. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3.7. Sensitivity of the (a) triangular sensor and (b) rectangular sensor with different widths. 
For the triangular sensor, decreasing the width further increased the sensitivity; while for the 
rectangular sensor, the width has no effect on the sensor’s sensitivity. The error bars represent 
standard deviation of 3 measurements. 
 
Figure 3.8 illustrates the frequency spectrum of eight triangular sensors in the 
sample holder shown in Figure 3.3. The eight resonant peaks in the figure were from 
eight sensors of different lengths, with the lowest frequency corresponding to the longest 
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sensor. Note that the amplitudes of the lower resonant frequencies were higher. This was 
because the sensors with lower frequencies have larger volumes of magnetoelastic 
material to generate more vibrations under the same excitation field, thus leading to more 
magnetic field generation. In addition, since longer sensors overlapped more turns of the 
detection coil, they captured more excitation field and their responses were picked up by 
more turns of the coil. This directly increased their signal amplitudes. 
 
Figure 3.8. The frequency spectrum of a sensor array consisting of 8 sensors of different lengths. 
The resonance peaks of the larger sensors were higher than the smaller sensors. 
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Figure 3.9. The frequency spectrum of a four-sensor array immediately after adding water and at 
the end of experiment (300 s). The tip of Sensor A was coated with a water soluble layer and the 
tip of Sensor C was coated with a non water-soluble layer. 
 
Figure 3.9 plots the frequency spectrum of four sensors, two coated with paint (one 
oil-based, one water-based) and two uncoated, at the beginning and 300 s after exposure 
to water. At 300 s, the resonant frequency of Sensor A increased significantly due to the 
degradation of the water-soluble coating. In contrast, Sensor C, which was coated with a 
non-soluble coating, did not demonstrate a noticeable resonant frequency shift, which 
indicated the coating was intact (confirmed visually). The resonant frequencies of the 
control sensors, Sensor B and D, remained unchanged throughout the experiment. The 
amplitude of the resonance for Sensor A increased after the coating dissolved. This was 
due to the reduction of damping from the coating as it dissolved. In contrast, the 
amplitudes of the rest of sensors decreased after the coating from Sensor A dissolved. 
This was due to the release of the coating into the medium, which slightly increased the 
viscosity of the solution. The viscosity change was not enough to cause the resonant 
frequency change but did affect the resonant amplitudes of other sensors. Although the 
viscosity increase in the medium also reduced the resonant amplitude of Sensor A, the 
effect of coating dissolving, which increased the resonant amplitude, was much larger 
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than the viscosity change. Therefore, the net change on Sensor A was an increase in 
resonant amplitude. Figure 3.10 graphs the resonant frequencies of the sensors over time. 
The graph indicates that only Sensor A showed an increased in resonant frequency due to 
the degradation of the water-based paint, while the resonant frequencies from the other 
three sensors remained constant. 
 
Figure 3.10. The change in resonant frequencies of the four sensors as a function of time. The 
resonant frequency for Sensor A increased due to the degradation of the water soluble coating. 
 
3.4. Conclusions 
A new technique for improving the sensitivity and arraying capability of the 
magnetoelastic sensor has been presented. Experimental results have shown that by 
depositing on a certain area of the sensor instead of the whole surface, the sensitivity 
towards mass loading was increased. In addition, by changing the shape of the sensor to 
triangular instead of rectangular, the mass sensitivity of a sensor with aspect ratio of 
about 4 has increased by at least 3 times. Furthermore, the sensitivity of the triangular 
magnetoelastic sensor can be increased if the aspect ratio is increased. For example, with 
the aspect ratio of the sensors increased to about 7, the sensitivity of the triangular sensor 
was found to be more than 11 times better than their rectangular counterparts. These 
results are evidence that changing the loading area and shape of the sensor are promising 
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techniques for significantly improving the mass sensitivity of the magnetoelastic sensor. 
The new design will lead to fabrication of biological or chemical sensors for detection of 
glucose, pH, Bacillus anthracis, and others following the techniques described in [3.4-
3.9]. The new design would retained the selectivity as those described in [3.4-3.9], but 
with higher sensitivities without changing the coating or sensor size. 
In addition to increased sensitivity, triangular magnetoelastic sensors can also be 
formed into a polar array with their tips concentrated in a small region. As a result, only a 
small quantity of test samples is needed for all sensors. A detection apparatus, including a 
new sensor holder, a spiral coil, and a custom electronics, have been fabricated and tested 
to demonstrate the feasibility of this sensitive magnetoelastic sensor array with a 
minimized sample size. 
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Abstract 
Magnetoelastic sensors are mass sensitive sensors commonly used for stress and 
pressure measurement, as well as chemical and biological monitoring when combined 
with a functionalized coating. Magnetoelastic sensors are typically made of free-
standing, rectangular strips of magnetoelastic materials that exhibit longitudinal, 
extensional vibrations due to the excitation of magnetic fields. A single magnetoelastic 
sensor is generally used to monitor one parameter since only the fundamental resonant 
frequency is measured. Multiple-parameter sensing in close proximity has previously 
been achieved by using multiple magnetoelastic sensors of different dimensions and 
tracking their resonant frequencies independently. However, this requires a large 
surface area and inconvenient layout of dissimilarly shaped sensors. This paper presents 
a technique for monitoring multiple parameters with a single magnetoelastic sensor by 
applying separate mass loads at the null points (points of zero vibration) of multiple 
resonant modes. Applying a load at a null location does not affect the corresponding 
resonant mode but alters the resonant frequencies of other modes. Therefore, by 
isolating the variables of interest to multiple null points and simultaneously measuring 
the resonant frequency shifts of related resonant modes, the masses at each null location 
can be calculated. Results showed that changing the coverage at a null location along 
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the width of the sensor can be used to minimize the loading effect on the corresponding 
resonant mode. In contrast, changing the lengthwise coverage can maximize the loading 
effect on other resonant modes, thus increasing the mass sensitivity of the sensor. 
Furthermore, simultaneously applying loads to null points of multiple resonant modes 
had a nearly additive effect, allowing detection of multiple parameters with a single 
magnetoelastic sensor.  
 
4.1. Introduction 
Magnetoelastic materials are characterized by their ability to change physical 
dimension in response to magnetic fields, as well as change their magnetic properties 
due to exposure to physical forces. Therefore, by magnetically activating these 
materials and monitoring their magnetic responses, magnetoelastic materials have been 
used as physical sensors, and with proper functionalization, chemical and biological 
sensors. Various types of sensors are based on the magnetoelastic materials, which can 
be designed to exhibit different vibration modes leading to different sensor 
characteristics. A common design, known as the magnetoelastic cantilever, is to use the 
magnetoelastic material as a part of a bi-layer cantilever [4.1-4.2]. In this case, one end 
of the cantilever is fixed to a support while the other is left free-hanging. A magnetic 
field is applied along the length of the cantilever, causing the magnetoelastic piece to 
apply a longitudinal force to the whole piece. Since the secondary layer attached to the 
magnetoelastic material does not respond to the magnetic field, the net effect is to cause 
a flexural strain. The largest flexural strain will be produced at the free end of the 
cantilever; hence, the sensing component is usually placed there [4.1-4.2]. 
Another popular configuration is a rectangular, free-standing magnetoelastic strip 
where the magnetic field is applied along its length [4.3-4.12]. This is the most 
commonly reported type of magnetoelastic sensor. As a whole, their low cost, small 
footprint, and low sensitivity to changes in position/orientation make magnetoelastic 
sensors ideal for a variety of embedded applications including detection of 
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stress/pressure [4.3], humidity [4.4], temperature, [4.5], chemical concentrations [4.6], 
pH [4.7,4.8], and biological growth [4.9-4.12]. In terms of commercial applications, 
magnetoelastic sensor technology has been implemented on a large scale in products 
such as the Methode Electronics Inc. torque sensing solutions that are sold around the 
world.  
Magnetoelastic sensors are typically placed inside a solenoid or a Helmholtz coil 
to experience uniform, longitudinal AC magnetic fields resulting primarily longitudinal, 
in-plane extensional vibrations. The ideal resonant frequencies of the sensor under such 
excitation conditions are: 
 
 
22 (1 )n
n Ef
L ρ σ
=
−
        (4.1) 
 
where n is the mode number, L is the length, E is the Young’s Modulus, ρ is the density, 
and σ is the Poisson’s ratio of the sensor material. Note that Eq. (1) assumes the sensor 
is only exhibiting a longitudinal vibration, and other modes of vibrations are 
insignificant. The equation also indicates that the sensor exhibits multiple resonant 
frequencies. The lowest resonant frequency of a sensor occurs at the fundamental mode 
(n = 1), while the higher mode resonant frequencies (n > 1) occur at integer multiples of 
the fundamental resonant frequency. To capture the resonance response of the sensor, a 
detection coil can be implemented to pick up the secondary magnetic field produced by 
the sensor, which is also at a maximum at the resonant frequencies. Since a mass load 
applied to the sensor acts as a damper and shifts the resonant frequencies, this 
phenomenon can be utilized for direct sensing of physical quantities. 
The vast majority of literature regarding magnetoelastic sensing assumes a 
uniform load across the sensor surface at a mass much smaller than the mass of the 
sensor. However, several recent studies have explored alternate possibilities. For 
example, Pereles et al [4.13] showed that modification of the load interface can allow 
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measurement of masses several orders of magnitude higher than the mass of the sensor. 
Additionally, Pereles’s work showed that alteration of the load applicator surface and 
geometry had a significant impact on the sensor response. 
Prior work by Li and Cheng [4.14] found that monitoring odd and even order 
resonant modes (multiples of the excitation frequency) simultaneously can eliminate 
blind spots (locations of zero sensor displacement) that occur at various points across 
the sensor length. In the ideal case, a mass applied at one of the null locations of the 
magnetoelastic sensor will not cause a shift in the resonant frequency of the associated 
resonant modes, but by monitoring both odd and even modes simultaneously, any mass 
changes at these points can still be detected. 
The study by Li and Cheng [4.14] confirmed that the magnitude of displacement 
of the sensor follows the absolute value of a cosine function across its length for any 
given mode. Each resonant mode exhibits maximum displacement at the sensor’s edge 
and n locations of zero displacement, where n is the resonant mode under consideration. 
Figure 4.1 illustrates this concept and shows the locations of null points for the three 
lowest resonant modes along the sensor length. Since masses applied at the null points 
have a near-zero effect on the resonant frequency of the mode corresponding to those 
locations but not for other modes, loads at these null points can be determined by 
simultaneous measurement of the resonant frequencies of multiple resonant modes. 
Therefore, the independent determination of masses at null points of each resonant 
mode allows for monitoring of multiple parameters with only a single magnetoelastic 
sensor. 
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Figure 4.1. Magnitude of sensor displacement as a function of location for the three lowest 
resonant modes. 
  
While previous studies have aimed to eliminate the blind spots in measurement 
resulting from the low vibrations at null point regions, this work aims to explore the 
opposite by using the blind spots to monitor multiple parameters simultaneously. For 
example, while one set of null points could be functionalized to detect alcohol vapor 
using TiO2 sol-gel, another set of null points could be functionalized to detect water 
vapor using SiO2 sol-gels [4.6]. Similarly, different sets of null locations could be 
functionalized with antibodies specific to a variety of different pathogens or bacteria 
[4.15]. Since the null points are infinitely narrow regions on the sensor, it is unclear 
from previous work how the sensor respond to masses that cover varied surface areas at 
the null locations. Therefore, this study examines the effect of changing the length and 
width of the coating region on the sensor response. Multiple null locations were also 
loaded sequentially to demonstrate the capacity to implement a single magnetoelastic 
sensor to monitor multiple parameters. 
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4.2. Experiments 
Although the magnetoelastic strip, by itself, is usually referred to as the 
magnetoelastic sensor, it is actually a sensing element that needs an instrument that can 
provide the magnetic fields and monitor its magnetic responses. In this project, a 
custom magnetoelastic sensor reader, which demonstrates the portable nature of this 
technology, was employed for determining the resonant frequency of the sensor for all 
experiments. Briefly, the device performed a frequency sweep by generating a 
sinusoidal excitation signal at the interrogation frequency in addition to a DC biasing 
field. After exciting the sensor for 250 µs, the AC excitation circuit was disconnected 
from the coil and a detection circuit was connected. In the absence of an external AC 
excitation field, the sensor experienced a “ring-down,” or an exponentially decaying 
vibration at its resonant frequency. The detection circuit functions by monitoring the 
number of times the ring-down signal crosses a predetermined threshold value. The 
device then switches to the next frequency increment step and repeats this process until 
the frequency sweep is completed. A block diagram representation of the detection 
device operation is shown in Figure 4.2. A 200-turn solenoid coil (75 mm long, 17 mm 
diameter) was fabricated for interrogating the sensors and a polycarbonate plate was 
fashioned to rest near its center. On the polycarbonate plate, another polycarbonate 
piece was adhered perpendicularly to act as a reference for consistent placement of the 
Metglas samples (20 mm offset from center for 40 mm long strips).  
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Figure 4.2. Flowchart of magnetoelastic sensor detection circuit. The sensing coil is driven 
using an AC and DC excitation circuit. After generating the excitation signal, the sensing coil is 
disconnected from the excitation circuit, and then connected to the detection circuit. The 
detection circuit counts the number of times the sensor response crosses a set threshold. 
Finally, the data is sent to a computer for analysis. 
 
By definition, resonant frequencies of the sensor are the frequencies of highest 
energy storage (least destructive interference), which results in the highest number of 
threshold crossings (the longest ring-down time). If the excitation field is not at a 
resonant frequency (of any mode), the sensor vibration and the excitation field have a 
destructive interference, resulting in a very short ring-down time. In contrast, if the 
excitation field is at a resonant frequency of any mode, the sensor vibration 
synchronizes with the excitation field, leading to a long ring-down period at the 
frequency of the corresponding mode. For example, when the frequency of the 
excitation field is at the resonant frequency of the 2nd mode, the resulting ring-down 
frequency will also be at the resonant frequency of the 2nd mode. Note that the ring-
down frequency does not affect the operation of the sensor detector since it captures the 
ring-down period and not the ring-down frequency. 
A typical resonance profile obtained from the device is shown in Figure 4.3. It 
should be noted that in Figure 4.3, the resonant frequencies of the 2nd and 3rd modes are 
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lower than the multiple values of the 1st resonant frequency. This is due to the fact that 
the DC biasing field was set to 12 A/m up to 80 kHz, 50 A/m up to 120 kHz, and 60 
A/m for frequencies above 120 kHz in order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio at each 
resonant mode (larger DC biasing fields are needed for 2nd or 3rd modes to properly bias 
the sensor). However, varying the DC biasing field also shifts the resonant frequency 
due to the ΔE effect [4.16], which lowers the resonant frequencies at the 2nd and 3rd 
modes. 
 
Figure 4.3. Frequency response obtained from a 40 mm × 12.7 mm sensor. To improve signal 
quality, higher DC biasing fields were used to monitor the 2nd and 3rd modes. The resulting ∆E 
effect lowered the resonant frequencies of the higher resonant modes from the expected values 
(integer multiples of the 1st resonant frequency). 
 
4.2.1. Confirming Null Locations 
The theoretical null locations of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd resonant modes are located at 
L/2, L/4, and L/6 distance from the edge of the sensor, respectively (see Figure 4.4). 
However, because past studies have investigated the effects of loading these locations 
with masses several orders of magnitude smaller than the sensor mass, this investigation 
was designed to confirm the results with a mass only slightly smaller than the mass of 
the sensor. Two additional locations along the sensor were chosen to further confirm 
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that the behavior of the sensor response follows the theoretical sinusoidal displacement 
pattern even at higher mass loads. Samples were weighed using a Scientech SA80 
digital scale to quantify mass change. In cases where modes required symmetric loading 
(2nd and 3rd order), each node location was painted individually and weighed to verify 
that symmetry was preserved within a 5% margin of error. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4.4. (a) Depiction of a typical magnetoelastic sensor and null locations for the 1st, 2nd 
and 3rd resonant modes. (b) Picture of a magnetoelastic sensor with the null locations of the 2nd 
resonant mode painted. 
 
Metglas 2826MB ribbon (28 µm thick) was sheared into 40 mm × 12.7 mm 
segments to produce the sensors. Each sensor was masked with an adhesive tape around 
the regions theorized as the null point locations. Acrylic paint (Apple Barrel 20403 
white, Plaid Enterprise Inc., Norcross, GA) was applied at the null point and the excess 
paint was removed by sliding a small flat-edge trowel across the surface. The tape was 
then removed before the paint dried, thus leaving behind a strip of paint with a height 
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equivalent to the tape thickness (0.063 mm). The painted sensor was left open in a well-
ventilated area for two hours to ensure complete drying before testing. 
Five sets of three sensors each were coated with 1 mm × 12.7 mm paint sections 
at L/2, L/3, L/4, L/6 and 0 mm from each edge of the strip in order to compare the 
magnitudes of frequency change to the theoretical displacement values for each mode. 
The width of the paint located at L/2, L/4 and L/6 was set at 6.7 mm based on results 
obtained experimentally (see Section 4.2.2) which showed zero frequency shift for the 
3rd resonant mode. The average change in frequency normalized to change in mass was 
then determined for each sensor to assess how closely they correlated to the theoretical 
values. 
 
4.2.2. Changing width of the sensing region 
The effect of varying the mass coverage across the width of the sensor on the 
lowest three resonant modes was investigated. The sensors were separated into three 
groups with three sensors per group. For each sensor group, a 1 mm long segment was 
painted at L/2, L/4 or L/6 from the sensor edge, corresponding to the null locations of 
the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd resonant modes, respectively. The resonant frequencies of the three 
lowest modes were measured. Next, the changes in the resonant frequencies were 
recorded after carefully removing 1 mm increments of paint from each side of the 
sensor along its width using a blade. Figure 4.5a illustrates this process. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4.5. Illustration of the process of a) removing 1 mm of paint from each side of the 2nd 
resonant node locations along the width direction and b) removing 0.25 mm of paint from each 
side of the resonant nodes along the length direction. 
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4.2.3. Changing Length of the Sensing Region 
An experiment similar to that in Section 4.2.2 was performed to determine the 
effects of varying the coverage of the sensor along its length. Regions 3 mm across the 
sensor’s length were painted on three sets of sensors (three sensors per set) at the null 
locations using the method described above. The resonant frequencies of the three 
lowest resonant modes were recorded as paint was removed in increments of 0.25 mm 
from each side of the load region along the sensor’s length (Figure 4.5b). The painted 
region spanned the entire width of the sensor for this test. 
 
4.2.4. Loading Multiple Null Locations Simultaneously 
An investigation was conducted to assess the possibility of using a single 
magnetoelastic sensor for simultaneous detection of multiple parameters. Three groups 
of three sensors each were painted at the 1st, 2nd and 3rd null locations. The dimensions 
of the paint regions were chosen based on the results of the changing width and 
changing length experiments (see Section 4.3.2 and 4.3.3). After determining the 
resonant frequencies with mass loading on the null location of one resonant mode, paint 
regions were added to null points corresponding to additional modes on each sensor. 
The purpose of this procedure was to determine if the sensor could be used to track 
loads at multiple locations simultaneously. The sensor groups initially loaded at only 
the null locations of the 1st resonant mode were additionally loaded at the 3rd resonant 
mode null points. The groups initially loaded at the 3rd resonant mode null point 
locations were additionally loaded at the 1st. The sensors loaded at null locations of 2nd 
resonant modes were additionally loaded at the null locations of the 1st resonant mode. 
The hypothesis is that if the sensor can independently track multiple modes, the addition 
load at another mode will have a minimal effect on the resonance of the initial load. 
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4.3. Results and Discussions 
4.3.1. Confirming Null Locations 
Table 4.1 lists the expected displacements of the lowest 3 resonant modes at 
locations across the strip length (they are the absolute values of a cosine function, as 
shown Figure 4.1). The recorded changes in sensor response (normalized to mass), 
obtained by loading sensors at the respective locations, were also included in the table. 
For convenience, the frequency shifts were displayed after normalizing to the highest 
expected displacement for each group of sensors (i.e. for L/2, all locations were 
normalized such that the f2 value was 1). 
When comparing the displacements to the normalized frequency changes in Table 
4.1, it is evident that the actual frequency response for each resonant mode follows a 
trend similar to the displacements at each mode, even at loads up to 25% of the mass of 
the sensor (sensor mass 0.114 g, paint mass 0.029 g). This indicates that each resonant 
mode has locations where mass loading has the highest impact on its resonant 
frequency, as well as locations where the mass loading has no impact on its resonant 
frequency. Results in Table 4.1 shows that the sensitivity towards mass loading for 
each resonant mode is strongly correlated to the displacement of that mode. 
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Table 4.1. Theoretical displacements at different locations for the three lowest resonant modes. 
The resonant frequency shifts at these modes were also measured when the sensor was 
loaded at these locations. The resonant frequency values are the mean of measurements from 
3 sensors. 
 
4.3.2. Changing the Sensing Region Width 
Figure 4.6 illustrates the relationship between the width of the loading region and 
the resonant frequency for each null location. For loading at the null locations of 1st and 
2nd resonant modes, the changes in resonant frequencies for the corresponding null 
locations are near zero. For example, Figure 4.6a shows that ∆f1, the 1st resonant 
frequency shift, has a very low degree of change regardless of sensor width. This is to 
be expected since there should be no vibration to damp at this location. However, the 
response of the 3rd resonant mode, as shown in Figure 4.6c, increases with increasing 
coverage along the width of the sensor. It is possible that this is a result of asymmetry 
between the sensor ends, which would act to shift the null locations along the sensor 
width. While this would occur at each null point, the signal of the 3rd resonant mode 
would be most susceptible since the level of vibration increases more rapidly than the 
other two modes as a function of distance from the null. 
Load 
Position 
Displacement 
Normalized to the 
Displacement at the 
Edge of the Sensor 
Frequency 
Change 
Normalized to 
Mass (kHz/g) 
Frequency Change 
Normalized to the 
Highest Value 
1st 2nd 3rd ∆f1 ∆f2 ∆f3 ∆f1 ∆f2 ∆f3 
L/2 0.000 1.000 0.000 0 5.2 0.6 0.000 1.00 0.122 
L/3 0.500 0.500 1.000 2.2 3.7 9.5 0.234 0.387 1.000 
L/4 0.707 0.000 0.707 6.2 -0.3 4.9 0.707 -0.039 0.550 
L/6 0.866 0.500 0.000 4.9 1.7 0.3 0.866 0.310 0.061 
0 1.000 1.000 1.000 18.2 18.1 13.1 1.000 0.995 0.721 
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(c) 
Figure 4.6. The frequency shifts for the three lowest resonant modes associated with varying 
the width of the load regions at the null locations of the (a) 1st, (b) 2nd, and (c) 3rd resonant 
modes. Error bars are the standard deviation of measurements of three sensors. 
 
In addition to the shifting of the 3rd resonant frequency when a mass is applied to 
its null location, it is also evident from Figure 4.6 that some of the resonant frequencies 
experienced a small increase after a mass was applied. Cheng and colleagues reported 
similar observations, which were attributed to modifications of the sensor’s elasticity in 
the loading region that appeared to be more significant than the damping effect of the 
added mass [4.14]. 
Figure 4.6 also indicates that the frequency shift for each sensor depended on 
load region width. Therefore, when using the sensor to determine multiple loads by 
functionalizing different null locations, the sensitivity of each null location can be 
controlled by varying the area of coverage along the width of the sensor. 
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4.3.3. Changing the Sensing Region Length 
Investigations into the effect of varying the length of the sensing region yielded 
the results shown in Figure 4.7. Similar to changing the width of the sensing region, 
changing the length results in a modification to the sensor’s sensitivity for all resonant 
modes. As expected, loading at the null locations of the 1st and 2nd resonant modes 
(Figure 4.7a and Figure 4.7b) results in a near-zero response in the frequency shift of 
the corresponding resonant frequencies. However, loading at the null locations of the 3rd 
resonant mode (Figure 4.7c) affected the resonant frequency of the 1st mode. Therefore, 
while the length of the sensing region at any given null location can be used to control 
the sensitivity of the sensor response, it does not have a significant effect on 
maintaining a zero frequency shift for the associated resonant mode at zero loading. 
This is in contrast to the role of the sensing area width, since a change in the width 
alters both the sensitivity and the frequency shift of modes when loading at their null 
locations. Therefore, using this technology to monitor multiple variables of interest on a 
single strip would entail zeroing the frequency response corresponding to each null 
location by modifying the sensing width and calibrating the sensitivity at each null 
location by setting an appropriate sensing region length. 
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(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 4.7. The frequency shifts for the three lowest resonant modes associated with varying 
the length of load regions at the null locations of the (a) 1st, (b) 2nd, and (c) 3rd resonant modes. 
Error bars are shown corresponding to the standard deviation of measurements of all three 
sensors. 
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4.3.4. Loading Multiple Regions Sequentially 
Ideally, loading the null points associated with a resonant mode should cause zero 
frequency shifts in the resonant modes not associated with that null location. Results 
from Section 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 indicated that a width of 6.7 mm provided a zero 
frequency shift for the 3rd mode when loading its null locations; therefore, all coatings 
for this test were set at 6.7 mm wide by 1 mm long. Table 4.2 shows the results of first 
applying the coating at the null locations of one mode and then adding paint to null 
locations of another resonant mode. 
 
Table 4.2. Sequential loading at null locations of multiple resonant modes. The values are the 
mean of measurements from 3 sensors. 
Resonant 
Mode of 
the first 
loading 
∆f1 ∆f2 ∆f3 Resonant 
Mode of 
the 
second 
loading 
∆f1 ∆f2 ∆f3 
1st 0.010 8.375 1.006 3rd 10.02 2.261 -0.610 
2nd 8.385 -0.389 6.218 1st -0.705 2.761 0.007 
3rd 11.62 4.283 0.918 1st -1.190 5.892 -0.009 
 
The sensor showed minimal interference on other resonant modes when loading a 
particular resonant mode, as illustrated in the sequential loading at null locations of the 
1st and then the 3rd resonant modes, and vice versa. The total frequency shift for these 
two tests is summarized in Table 4.3. It is evident from Table 4.3 that the mass loading 
has a cumulative effect on the sensor response. Table 4.2 shows that loading at null 
locations of the 1st resonant mode had a slightly different result before and after loading 
the null locations of the 3rd resonant mode. There are several possible reasons that this 
could occur. In determining the area for application of the load, the sensor must be 
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assumed perfectly rectangular; however, if the ends of the sensors are not perfectly 
parallel, then the ideal null locations would be shifted. Additionally, the authors 
assumed for simplicity that frequency shift was linearly proportional to mass change, 
and that loads applied to the sensor null locations were placed in perfect symmetry 
around it. While it is not likely that that location of applied paint was off-center from 
the ideal null locations, it is possible that the thickness or density of the painted layer 
varied enough to cause the small differences between the frequency shifts observed 
during the sequential loading experiment by causing out-of-plane vibrations. 
 
Table 4.3. Comparison of sequential loading at the null locations of 1st and 3rd resonant modes 
in opposite order. The values are the mean of measurements from 3 sensors. 
Resonant Mode 
of the Loading 
∆f1 ∆f2 ∆f3 
1st 3rd 10.03 10.64 0.40 
3rd 1st 10.44 10.17 0.91 
 
4.4. Conclusions 
This work demonstrates the capacity for multiple parameter sensing with a single 
magnetoelastic sensor by loading at null locations of multiple resonant modes and 
monitoring the corresponding resonant frequencies. It was shown that the frequency 
shift due to a mass load at the null locations of a given resonant mode can have no 
impact on the corresponding resonant frequency by controlling the width of the loading 
region, while the overall sensitivity of the sensor could be modified by changing the 
length of the load region. Results showed that there was little difference between the 
sensor responses when loading a single resonant mode or multiple null locations 
simultaneously, allowing detection of multiple parameters with a single magnetoelastic 
resonance sensor. 
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Abstract  
A new wireless sensor was designed, fabricated and applied for in situ monitoring 
of tensile force at a wound site. The sensor was comprised of a thin strip of 
magnetoelastic material with its two ends connected to suture threads for securing the 
sensor across a wound repair site. Since the sensor was remotely interrogated by applying 
an AC magnetic field and capturing the resulting magnetic field, it did not require direct 
wire connections to an external device or internal battery for long-term use. Due to its 
magnetoelastic property, the application of a tensile force changed the magnetic 
permeability of the sensor, altering the amplitude of the measured magnetic field. This 
work presents two sensor designs: one for high and one for low force ranges. A sensor 
was fabricated by directly adhering the magnetoelastic strip to the suture. This sensor 
showed good sensitivity at low force, but its response saturated at about 1.5 N. To 
monitor high tensile force, the magnetoelastic strip was attached to a metal strip for load 
sharing. The suture thread was attached to both ends of the metal strip so only a fraction 
of the applied force was directed to the sensor, allowing it to exhibit good sensitivity even 
at 44.5 N. The sensor was applied to two ex vivo models: a sutured section of porcine 
skin and a whitetail deer Achilles tendon. The results demonstrate the potential for in vivo 
force monitoring at a wound repair site. 
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5.1. Introduction 
A surgical suture is typically a thread sewn into a wound site using a needle to hold 
damaged tissue together while it heals. Surgical sutures can be permanent or temporary, 
and made of degradable or non-degradable materials depending on the type of wound. 
Permanent sutures are typically used for skin wound closure, where they can be removed 
after wound healing. Additionally, they are used internally for applications that require 
strong mechanical support over a long period of time such as hernia repair, orthopedic 
repairs, etc. In contrast, temporary sutures, which are biodegradable, are used for smaller 
wounds with shorter healing times. Depending on the severity and location of the wound, 
the number of sutures used, and surgical techniques, some surgical sutures may 
experience large tensile forces that may cause them to fail or tear through the tissue [5.1-
5.4]. Therefore, postoperative monitoring of tensile force on the suture is critical, not 
only to prevent excessive force from damaging the wound repair, but also to gain useful 
information for improving surgical techniques for wound repairs in general. 
While feedback regarding tensile force on surgical repairs holds weight on the 
quality of the surgical procedure itself, perhaps more significant is the need for 
biofeedback regarding wound sites during post-surgical rehabilitation. The American 
Physical Therapy Association has laid out resources to promote evidence-based care; 
however, the literature reveals that physical therapists are limited in their ability to 
execute this care due to time, accessibility, variability among patients, and difficulty 
applying the evidence [5.5,5.6]. Therefore, feedback regarding the actual load state injury 
will aid in bridging this gap between understanding the clinical evidence and achieving 
its practical application. An effective approach to monitor the actual load of the injury 
site is to directly track the load at the suture used for the surgical repair. 
Few sensors have been designed for monitoring forces at wound sites during and 
after surgery. For example, a stitch-force sensor and a hook-force sensor have been 
designed to monitor the tension of a suture prior to wound closure [5.7]. These sensor 
systems are designed for guiding surgeons to apply the correct tension on the suture, 
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which can lead to better wound closure since excessively tight sutures can lead to 
ischemia of tissue while loose sutures are unable to provide proper mechanical support 
for proper wound healing. Although highly accurate, these systems are only applicable 
during the operation, and thus cannot be used to monitor wound conditions, including 
tension on the suture, postoperatively. 
This paper presents a wireless sensor system for in situ monitoring of tensile force 
at a wound repair site. As illustrated in Figure 5.1, the sensor is made of a thin strip of 
magnetoelastic material. Both ends of the sensor are connected to the suture threads so 
that tension on the suture will generate a tensile force that the sensor can quantify. The 
sensor can be applied in parallel to the wound closing suture. When the wound closing 
suture fails, force loading across the repair site will be transferred to the sensor. This 
allows detection of a suture failure by tracking the sudden increase in the force 
measurement. 
 The major advantage of the magnetoelastic sensor, compared to other types of 
force or stress sensors such as strain gauges, is its wireless, passive (no internal battery) 
nature. The magnetoelastic sensor is detected remotely by generating an AC magnetic 
field through a magnetic coil (excitation coil), and then monitoring its magnetization at 
harmonic frequencies with a secondary coil (detection coil) [5.8-5.11]. Since there is no 
direct contact between the sensor and the detector, the sensor can be used for in vivo, 
real-time tracking of force loading on the suture post-operatively, even when the suture is 
inside the body. In addition, the sensor does not require internal power to operate, which 
allows further miniaturization without compromising battery lifetime. The magnetoelastic 
sensor is able to detect tensile force due to its magnetoelastic property, which allows its 
magnetic permeability to change with an applied force. Since the captured sensor signal 
is proportional to the magnetization of the sensor, and the magnetization of the sensor is 
directly correlated to the magnetic permeability of the material, the application of a 
tensile force results in a change in the measured signal amplitude. 
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 A custom detection system has been fabricated to interrogate the sensor. The 
system provides an AC magnetic field to the sensor, and monitors the sensor at a higher-
order harmonic frequency (a frequency that is an integer multiple of the excitation 
magnetic field frequency). The separation in excitation and detection frequencies allows 
more amplification of the sensor signal without amplifying the excitation field, resulting 
in a larger signal-to-noise ratio. In this work, the 3rd order harmonic frequency was used 
because it has the largest signal amplitude among the harmonic frequencies without 
requiring a secondary biasing field.  
The focus of this paper is to investigate the design and fabrication of the sensor, 
and to demonstrate its application. Two versions of the force sensor were fabricated and 
characterized: a low-force sensor with high sensitivity at a low force range of up to 1.5 N, 
and a high-force sensor that can sense forces up to 44.5 N. For potential monitoring of 
sutures in limbs, such as after a tendon repair surgery, tube-shape excitation/detection 
coils were also fabricated to monitor the sensor response. Two sets of coils were 
fabricated. The small coil, with an internal diameter of 28 mm, has stronger signal 
amplitudes but was only applicable for testing purposes and small animal tests due to its 
small size. The large coil, with an internal diameter of 88 mm, can be used for 
applications involving large animals or even humans, but has a weaker signal. 
 
5.2. Experiments 
5.2.1. Sensor Design and Fabrication 
 Figure 5.1 shows the two sensor designs: a low-force sensor and a high-force 
sensor. The low-force sensor was made of a thin magnetoelastic strip of Metglas 
2826MB, an amorphous ferromagnetic alloy from Metglas Inc. Both ends of the sensor 
were attached to the suture thread so that a tensile force on the suture can be directly 
transferred to the sensor, changing its magnetic response (see Figure 5.1a). This design 
allowed the sensor to measure small force loading but was unable to detect large force 
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values due to saturation of the sensor response. The low-force sensor was fabricated by 
mechanically shearing the as-purchased 30 µm-thick Metglas ribbon into 30 mm × 1 mm 
strips. The ends of each strip were then adhered to commercial medical sutures (Ethicon 
Coated Vicryl Polyglactin 910 suture) with adhesive (JB Weld Original Cold Weld 
Formula). The sensor was then coated with rubber (Perfomix Plastidip) to protect it from 
the environment. 
 The high-force sensor was designed to share the load applied to the sensing 
component with a secondary piece of material. It consisted of the same magnetoelastic 
strip as the low-force sensor, but with both of its ends adhered to a metal substrate using 
epoxy (see Figure 5.1b). The thicker metal strip experienced most of the applied force, 
leaving only a fraction of the load for the sensor to measure. As a result, the second 
design had a larger range, but a lower resolution. Specifically, the high-force sensor 
consisted of a stainless steel strip (stainless steel 304, annealed) with hooks at both ends. 
The dimensions of the metal strip were 28 mm × 1 mm × 0.5 mm. The sensor, 20 mm × 1 
mm × 30 µm, was attached to the strip with adhesive (JB Weld Original Cold Weld 
Formula). Suture threads were tied to the both ends by the hooks. A rubber sleeve with 
2.5 mm in diameter and 0.1 mm in wall thickness covered the metal strip with both 
opened ends sealed with rubber (Perfomix Plastidip) to completely protect the sensor 
from the environment. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.1. The (a) low-force sensor and (b) high-force sensor used for measuring the force 
loading on a suture. For both figures, the illustrations are on the left, the uncoated sensors are in 
the middle and the sensors after coating/packaging are on the right. 
 
5.2.2. Detection System and Coils 
 In order to test the sensor response towards an applied tensile force, one end of 
the suture was secured to a support while a weight was applied at the opposite end. The 
sensor was placed inside the detection/excitation coils to allow data collection during this 
process. Two sets of coils were fabricated: a set of small coils and a set of large coils. The 
excitation coil of the small coil design was a solenoid with 80 mm in length, 40 mm in 
diameter, has 220 turns, and was made of 26 gauge magnet wire (see Figure 5.2a) 
primarily for testing and small animal experiment purposes. The small detection coil 
(placed inside the excitation coil) was made of two solenoids connected in series but with 
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opposite winding directions to cancel out the majority of the excitation signal in the 
absence of the sensor. Each detection coil for the small coil setup was 38 mm in length, 
33 mm in diameter, has 172 turns, and was made of a 32 gauge wire. Similarly, the 
excitation coil of the large coil design intended for use in large animal models and 
applications relevant to human limbs was 80 mm in length, 115 mm in diameter, has 205 
turns, and was made of a 20 gauge wire. Each large detection coil was 35 mm in length, 
105 mm in diameter, had 150 turns, and was made of a 32 gauge wire (see Figure 5.2b). 
This study used solenoids as detection coils, which are practical for wrapping around the 
limb of the patient. For applications that require implantation of sensor in a large body 
area, such as at a rotator cuff, different coil designs, such as a planar coil configuration 
described in [5.12], could be used. 
 
(a) 
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(b) 
Figure 5.2. Pictures of the (a) small excitation/detection coil and (b) large excitation/detection 
coil. 
 
 The sensor was energized with a 200 Hz magnetic field using a Fluke 271 
function generator and Tapco J1400 amplifier through the excitation coil. The 
magnetization of the sensor at 600 Hz (3rd harmonic) was tracked over a range of force 
loadings using an Agilent spectrum analyzer (4396B) via the detection coil (see Figure 
5.3 for illustration). A computer was connected to the spectrum analyzer to control the 
experiment and collect measurements for data processing. 
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Figure 5.3. Illustration of the sensor detection instrument and the excitation/detection coil. The 
origin of the rectangular coordinate is at the center of the top detection coil. 
 
5.2.3. Setup for Force Monitoring at Simulated Skin Repair 
 The sensor was applied to a test sample made of the skin section of a porcine 
shoulder, about 12 cm × 7 cm × 0.8 cm in size. An artificial wound of about 0.4 mm in 
depth was created across the width at the center of the skin sample with a surgical 
scalpel. The wound was then closed with Ethicon Coated Vicryl Polyglactin 910 suture as 
shown in Figure 5.4. Two sets of steel plates were crimped to both ends of the skin 
sample. Metal wires were then tied to the metal plates, allowing the sample to be secured 
to the loader as well as application of weight (see Figure 5.5). A large-force sensor was 
sutured onto the sample across the wound (see Figure 5.5). To evaluate the force 
monitoring capability of the sensor, a strain gauge (Micro-measurements Type W25013) 
was also used. The strain gauge was attached to a stainless steel metal strip identical to 
the one used for the large-force sensor. Two suture threads connected the ends of the 
sensor to ends of the strain gauge in parallel. Each connection was then tied to a suture 
via a slipknot (see Figure 5.5). This configuration allows the sensor and strain gauge to 
share the load equally. The reason the sensor and strain gauge were not connected in 
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series was that doing so would increase the overall length of the sensor (with strain 
gauge), thus limiting the ability to monitor force loading around the wound site. 
 Currently, the sensor size (~3-4 cm in length) is not practical to be incorporated to 
the wound-closing suture for direct measurement of force loading across the wound. 
Nevertheless, the application of the sensor in parallel to the wound-closing suture can still 
be useful to monitor wound repair failure. If the wound repair holds, the sensor 
experiences only a fraction of the loaded force since a large portion of the load is 
supported by wound-closing suture. If the repair fails, however, the force measured by 
the sensor becomes much higher even under the same loading condition since the wound-
closing suture no longer shares the load. Note that upon full development, the sensor will 
be incorporated to the wound-closing suture. This will allow monitoring of force at the 
wound site as well as serving as a detection system for suture failure. 
 
Figure 5.4. A rectangular shape skin sample from a porcine shoulder. A wound was created with 
a cut at the center along the width of the sample, and then closed with Ehicon Coated Vicryl 
Polyglactin 910 suture 
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Figure 5.5. The strain gauge and sensor was sutured across the wound in parallel to measure 
applied forces at the wound site. 
 
 The change in the strain gauge resistance was measured by connecting its 
terminals to a Wheatstone bridge circuit and measuring the change in the output voltage 
of the circuit. Prior to attaching the strain gauge onto the skin sample, a calibration curve 
was obtained by applying a known tensile force at the strain gauge and monitoring the 
voltage change at the output of the bridge circuit. 
To monitor the sensor, the test sample was suspended from a support at one end so 
that the sensor was situated directly at the center of the large detection coil (see Figure 
5.6). Weights were then applied to the other end of the sample to generate a tensile force 
on the test sample. At different applied weights, the response of the sensor was measured, 
as well as the measurements from the strain gauge for comparison. 
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Figure 5.6. The setup of the wound monitoring experiment. The skin sample was supported a 
one end so weight can be applied at the opposite end to apply a force. The sample was at the 
center of the detection coil during the measurements. Note that in the practical application the coil 
will be placed around the patient’s limb that contains the sutured tissue. 
 
5.2.4. Setup for Force Monitoring at a Simulated Tendon Repair 
 A large-force sensor was first calibrated by measuring its 3rd harmonic field at 
different tensing forces. A deer tendon (11 cm long × 0.8 cm diameter) was used to 
demonstrate the application of the sensor for force monitoring across tendon repairs, as 
shown in Figure 5.7. The sensor was sutured at two points along the length of the tendon 
with Ehicon Coated Vicryl Polyglactin 910 sutures. Additional sutures were placed at 
either end of the tendon test sample to allow it to be anchored to the hanging apparatus at 
the top and the applied weights at the bottom. The sample was soaked in phosphate-
buffered saline for six hours prior to testing to ensure that it was not stiff from 
dehydration. The same loading setup was implemented as the porcine skin model (Figure 
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5.5) and the change in the 3rd harmonic field from the sensor was monitored as the tendon 
was loaded with various tensile forces. 
 
 
Figure 5.7. The application of a large force sensor to a deer tendon repair. 
 
5.3. Results and Discussion 
5.3.1. Characterization of Sensor Performance 
 The 3rd harmonic field amplitude measured with the small coil when a tensile 
force was applied to the low-force sensor can be visualized in Figure 5.8. The sensor 
showed an almost linear increase at forces below 1 N, but the slope of the response 
decreased significantly and saturated at about 1.5 N. Therefore, the sensor was suitable 
only monitoring at low forces. The full scale output of the sensor was about 0.14 mV 
(0.15 N - 1.5 N), or about 13% of the sensor base signal (sensor signal at its lowest 
loading). Figure 5.9 plots the change in the sensor signal when it was repeatedly cycled 
between 0.15 N and 1.86 N. There was no observable drift. 
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Figure 5.8. Change in the 3rd harmonic field amplitude, measured with the small coil, when a low-
force sensor experienced a tensile force loading of up to 1.86 N. The sensor response saturated 
at a force loading of about 1.6 N. Error bars represent the standard deviation at each point for n = 
3 loading cycles. 
 
Figure 5.9. The response of the low-force sensor measured with the small coil when the sensor 
was cycled between high load (1.86 N) and low load (0.15 N) for over 9 cycles (with a cycle 
defined as increasing and then decreasing back to the starting load). 
 
Figure 5.10 plots the 3rd harmonic field amplitude of the high-force sensor when it 
was loaded from 5.6 N to 44.5 N, and then back to 5.6 N. The application of a tensile 
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force on the sensor strained the stainless steel strip, which in turn generated a force on the 
magnetoelastic sensor through its adhesion points. As a result, the sensor experienced a 
large bending force in addition to the tensile force, which caused the response to decrease 
rather than increase. The sensor showed a logarithmic response, where its sensitivity 
decreased as force increased (lines in the figure are logarithmic curves). When monitored 
with the small coil, the full scale output of the sensor was 0.4 mV, or about 12% of the 
sensor signal at maximum load. When using the large coil, the full scale output of the 
sensor was 0.125 mV, or about 37% of the sensor signal at maximum load. The hysteresis 
of the sensor signal was also determined from Figure 5.10 as less than 3.5% of the 
sensor’s full scale output for both coils. Figure 5.10 indicates that monitoring the sensor 
with a larger coil reduced the signal amplitude by about 10 times, but the full scale output 
of the sensor was increased by 3 times. In addition, the large coil was a more practical 
size for use in large animals or even human. To examine the long term stability of the 
sensor, the response was also monitored when it was cycled between 5.6 N to 44.5 N (see 
Figure 5.11). The signal drift measured by the large and small coils were found to be less 
than 3%. 
 
Figure 5.10. Change in the 3rd harmonic field amplitude when a high-force sensor experienced a 
tensile force loading of up to 44.5 N. The measurements using the large coil and small coil were 
shown. 
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Figure 5.11. The response of the high-force sensor measured with the small coil and large coil 
when cycled between high load (44.5N) and low load (5.6 N) for over 15 cycles. 
 
 
 In addition to the applied load, the amplitude of the 3rd harmonic magnetic field 
was also dependent on the position of the sensor. Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 plot the 
response of a high-force sensor when its position inside the small coil and large coil, 
respectively, varied. When moving in the z-direction (see Figure 5.3 for coordinate 
definition), the sensor signal was at its maximum when it was at the center of each 
detection coil (the detection coil consisted of two coils connected in series but with 
opposite winding directions). The sensor signal also increased when it moved away from 
the center of the detection coil (moved along the x- or y-axis away from the origin). 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.12. Change in the 3rd harmonic amplitude when the high-force sensor was moved along 
the (a) z-axis and (b) x-axis of the small coil (see Figure 5.2 for coordinate definition). 
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Figure 5.13. Change in the 3rd harmonic amplitude when the high-force sensor was moved along 
the (a) z-axis and (b) x-axis of the large coil (see Figure 5.2 for coordinate definition). 
 
For certain applications where the sensor is expected to remain static throughout its 
use (e.g., monitoring force loading on a tendon sample in an ex vivo experiment), a 
simple technique to ensure measurement accuracy from the changing sensor position is 
by confining the sensor to a region of known size, and then quantify the maximum error 
caused by variations in position within the region. Figure 5.14 plots the maximum error 
in the sensor measurement as a function of the size of the sensor confinement region. The 
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the sensor confinement region size is expressed as the diameter of a spherical region from 
the center of the coil. 
 
Figure 5.14. The error due to changing sensor position (percentage error normalized to the full 
scale output) as a function sensor confinement region size. The sensor confinement region size is 
expressed as the diameter of a spherical region from the center of the coil. 
 
Figure 5.14 indicates that larger detection coil allows more variations in sensor 
position while maintaining accuracy. In addition, this plot allows the user to determine 
the allowable variations in sensor position for a given error tolerance and coil size. For 
example, if the user wants the positioning related error to be less than 5%, the sensor 
should be confined to a zone of about 4.5 mm at the center of the coil (for small coil) or 
11 mm (for large coil). Note that the percentage error is defined over the full scale output 
of the sensor. The error can be further reduced by increasing the sensitivity of the sensor, 
which will lead to a larger full scale output. 
Although the sensor accuracy can be ensured by fixing its position, this technique 
is not practical for applications where the sensor is expected to migrate due to body 
movement. A solution to this challenge is to remove the sensor location effect, as detailed 
in our previous work [5.10], by measuring the 2nd harmonic field of the sensor with a 
biasing magnetic field, and then locating the biasing field that corresponds to the 
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maximum 2nd harmonic field amplitude. Since this biasing field is position dependent but 
is not affected by the force loading, it can be used to calibrate the force measurements 
from the 3rd harmonic field. However, this requires additional circuitry and a DC 
excitation coil, which will lead to a larger and more complicated detection system. 
 The failure of senor due to excessive force loading was also investigated by 
continuing increasing the loading force until the sensor or suture broke. It was found that 
the low force sensor broke when the loading was equal or larger than 21.0 N (n = 5, SD = 
7.3), while the large force sensor failed at about 60.7 N (n = 5, SD = 2.0). For the small 
force sensor, the failure was due to the detachment of the adhesive between the suture 
thread and the sensor. Thus, if needed, it is possible to improve the maximum failure load 
with a better adhesive. For the large force sensor, the failure was due to the breakdown of 
the suture thread at the knot. Therefore, a stronger suture thread or a better tying 
mechanism may improve the sensor reliability at large load. There was no observable 
bending of the sensor prior connection failure. 
 
5.3.2. Force Monitoring at a Simulated Skin and Tendon Repairs 
 During the porcine skin repair testing, a range of forces were applied to the test 
sample while simultaneously measuring the output from the strain gauge and the large-
force sensor signal. The actual force measured by the strain gauge was calculated by 
calibrating the measured output voltage to the empirically obtained strain gauge 
calibration curve. The actual force measured by the sensor was determined by calibrating 
the measured 3rd harmonic field amplitude to the empirically measured large coil curve 
from Figure 5.10. Figure 5.15 plots the force values obtained by the sensor versus the 
force measurements by the strain gauge. Ideally, the curve should be linear with a slope 
of 1. The sensor showed a trend consistent with the strain gauge measurements, and only 
some differences were observed at higher force. 
Figure 5.16 illustrates the 3rd harmonic amplitudes of the sensor when the dear 
tendon was loaded with force ranging from 0 to 12 N. As the force increased, the 3rd 
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harmonic amplitude of the sensor decreased, similar to the results in Figure 5.10. The 
calibration of the sensor, obtained by measuring the sensor response while directly 
loading the sensor prior to suturing to the tendon sample, is also plotted in Figure 5.16. 
Ideally, the calibration curve and the tendon-loading curve should match each other. The 
difference between these two curves may be due to the small stretching of the tendon 
sample at the suture anchoring sites when tensile force was applied. 
 
Figure 5.15. Force measurements by the sensor compared to the forces measured by the strain 
gauge when different loads were applied to the skin sample. 
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Figure 5.16. Force measurements by the sensor when the tendon was loaded from 0 to 12 N. 
The sensor calibration measurements are also shown in the plot. The errors represent standard 
deviation of 3 measurements. 
 
In addition to the above tests, the large-force sensor was also embedded at the 
center of a 10 cm × 6 cm × 6 cm sample of porcine muscle and monitored in the same 
fashion as described in the previous experiment with zero loading. In this case, no 
noticeable changes were observed in the sensor response compared to the externally 
attached sensor. Furthermore, the orientation of the sensor (with regards to rotation about 
the sensor length) was found to have no influence on the resulting response. 
Since this tensile sensor technology can be activated and monitored through 
magnetic fields, it is suitable for in vivo force monitoring in applications such as tracking 
tensile force after tendon and ligament repair. By facilitating the implementation of 
available clinical data into current treatment regimes, the capacity to track the stress state 
of orthopedic injury sites has the potential to revolutionize therapy techniques, resulting 
improving treatment outcomes. Currently, there is a lack of effective technologies for 
real-time, in situ tracking of internal injury sites. Standard sensors cannot directly 
measure stress and strain at internal muscles or tendons. Furthermore, imaging methods 
(magnetic resonance imaging, x-ray) cannot be deployed accurately while in motion. 
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Although ultrasound systems have been applied to monitor tendon strain, its 
implementation requires careful interface between ultrasound transducer and skin [5.13], 
and thus is more suitable in laboratory or clinical settings than for ambulatory 
applications. The ability of this sensor to directly monitor stress/strain of surgically 
repaired tissues such as tendons or muscles in situ and in real time can provide critical 
information to guide postoperative care or rehabilitation to prevent complications related 
to over-stressing the injury. However, although the sensor has the potential to provide 
ambulatory monitoring of stress/strain of injured tissue, it is only limited to patients who 
already needing surgical repairs. 
To ensure clinical practicality, the sensor needs to be much smaller than the current 
size. Miniaturization of sensor is possible by altering the fabrication process. For 
example, shearing shorter, thinner sensors and adhering them to thinner backing materials 
could result in smaller sensors with the same design. Furthermore, changing fabrication 
technique, such as electroplating or sputtering to existing sutures allow fabrication of 
smaller sensors. However, smaller sensors result in lower signal amplitude, thus a more 
sensitive detection coil and amplifier are needed. 
It is also possible to incorporate the sensing material to an existing suture so the 
wound-closing suture can also be used as the sensing suture. To accomplish this, a 
biodegradable, non-cytotoxic magnetoelastic material [5.14] can be functionalized onto 
the suture. Since the material is bioabsorbable and implemented in a biodegradable 
suture, there is no need to remove the sensor after use. 
 
5.4. Conclusions 
A wireless, passive sensor was presented for monitoring tensile force on a surgical 
suture. Although not yet clinically ready, the current version of the sensor can be applied 
as a research tool to understand force loading on tendons and tissues on ex vivo models. 
Two different sensor designs show that this technology can be used for monitoring forces 
of different ranges. Characterization of the sensors indicates low hysteresis and drift. 
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Using a large coil can increase the relative full scale output of the sensor, but with a 
decreased in the signal amplitude. Although force measurements are sensitive to the 
position of the sensor, the errors are acceptable if the sensor is within 5 mm (small coil) 
or 10 mm (large coil) from the center of the detection coil. Thus, in practice, the detection 
coil needs to be secured to the user to limit its movement. For applications where a large 
sensor migration is expected, we also plan to implement a previously reported location 
calibrating technique, but will first develop the needed detection electronics and 
instruments. Another future work is sensor miniaturization. With a reduced size, it will be 
possible to incorporate the sensor into the suture used for wound closure rather than 
requiring an additional suture with an incorporated sensor across the wound site. 
Currently, the sensor was excited and monitored with standard electronic instruments. 
Another future step for realizing the sensor for practical use is to develop a truly wearable 
monitoring device.  
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Abstract 
A wireless sensor was embedded in a suture anchor to monitor the applied force at the 
suture after a surgical procedure such as a rotator cuff repair. The sensor was made of an 
array of magnetoelastic strips, stacked together and adhered to a stainless steel strip to 
form a force-sensing element. The center of the suture anchor was hollow so one end of 
the magnetoelastic force-sensing element could be secured to the anchor. The other end 
of the force-sensing element was connected to suture. As a result, after the anchor was 
secured to a substrate (e.g., bone), any tensile force applied to the suture would create a 
strain on the magnetoelastic strips, increasing their magnetic permeability. The change in 
the magnetoelastic strip’s magnetic permeability was detected by applying a magnetic 
field and monitoring the resulting magnetization fields through a set of 
excitation/detection coils. Experiments were conducted to characterize the performance 
of the sensor in terms of sensitivity, stability, and detection range. The response of the 
sensor was also characterized with varying force-loading angles to determine the 
potential limitations of the sensor that could arise due to anatomical variability and 
surgical placement.  
 
Keywords: Magnetoelastic sensors, wireless, passive, suture anchor, rotator cuff. 
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6.1. Introduction 
 Tendon and ligament injures are very common, with an estimated 32 million 
patients and $30 billion in costs annually in the US alone [6.1]. Surgical repair or 
reconstruction of a tendon or ligament is the clinical standard to treat these injures; 
however, repair or reconstruction failures often occur due to high tensile force applied to 
the injury site, such as rotator cuff re-tear (20-90%) [6.2-6.5], flexor tendon re-rupture 
(10-20%) [6.6], Achilles tendon re-rupture (5%) [6.7,6.8], etc.. Monitoring tensile force 
after tendon repair becomes critically important, not only for guiding the postoperative 
rehabilitation regime, but also for preventing excessive force application to the repair site, 
which can cause it to fail. To address this medical limitation, a noninvasive sensor was 
developed for in vivo measurement of tensile force at these repair sites. 
 While the described technology can be applied to various tendon or ligament 
repairs, the focus of this paper is to present its application to monitor surgical repairs for 
rotator cuff injuries. Rotator cuff injuries are common, especially for the elderly 
population. They affect as much as 40% of the population at 60 years or older [6.9-6.10]. 
In fact, there are 300,000 rotator cuff surgeries performed every year in the United States, 
with a combined cost to the healthcare system of about $3 billion annually. Rotator cuff 
repairs involve the placement of anchors, which are screws that anchor the tendon to the 
bone via a connecting suture. These repairs have a fairly high failure rate; even after 
treatment, reoccurrence and re-tear rates are high, with an average rate of about 25% and 
more than 57% for patients 65 years or older [6.9-6.11]. Therefore, there is a clear 
medical need for a technology, such as the sensor described in this paper, to improve the 
outcomes of these repairs. 
 Post-surgery force monitoring can lead to optimization of the surgical technique 
and postoperative rehabilitation regimes for rotator cuff repairs. Today, many studies 
[6.12,6.13] employ in vitro models for evaluating treatment outcomes of tendons with 
simulated force loading. However, without an effective quantitative method that can 
measure real-time, in vivo forces at the tendon repair site during typical daily activities of 
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the test subject, in vitro models do not provide complete information needed for better 
understanding the cause of repair failure, confirming the best surgical technique, and 
searching for an optimal rehabilitation program. In addition, constant force monitoring 
after the surgery can also be used to prevent failure and reduce healing times of rotator 
cuff surgeries. Many factors, such as age, type of injury, and health conditions, affect the 
healing rates of patients. Today, due to a lack of a quantitative evaluation tools to provide 
biofeedback during the rehabilitation process, health care providers have no choice but to 
use a conservative approach, unnecessarily delaying the healing process, leading to more 
physical therapy sessions and less than optimal healing outcomes. On the other hand, 
there are situations where the healthcare provider misjudges the healing progress of 
patients and prescribes over-aggressive treatment, further injuring the repair. The force 
monitoring sensor can become a tool to prevent these problems from occurring by 
providing quantitative feedback to the provider to allow for patient-specific care. 
 
Figure 6.1. Suture anchor design with an embedded magnetoelastic sensor. 
 
As illustrated in Figure 6.1, the proposed sensor is made of a stress-sensitive 
magnetoelastic material embedded in a non-metallic suture anchor used for rotator cuff 
repairs. One end of the sensor is attached to the anchor, while the other end is connected 
to a suture. As a result, when the anchor is secured to a bone, any tensile force loading on 
the suture will create a strain at the magnetoelastic material, increasing its magnetic 
permeability. The change in the magnetoelastic material’s magnetic permeability is 
detected by applying a magnetic field and monitoring its magnetized fields through a set 
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of excitation/detection coils. The excitation system can be made into a wearable system, 
as illustrated in Figure 6.2, for continuous monitoring of the sensor’s response. The 
detection and excitation coils can be encased in a solid form that conforms to the 
patient’s shoulder to ensure consistent field generation. The detection electronics and 
power supplies will be attached to the coil form, and secured to the user’s shoulder with a 
shoulder band as shown in Figure 6.2. 
 
Figure 6.2. Illustration of the wearable detection system. A shoulder band will allow the device to 
be secured to the test subject, minimizing movement during use. 
 
 Prototypes of the force-sensing suture anchor were fabricated and their force 
sensing capability was evaluated. Specifically, the force sensitivity and repeatability of 
the suture anchor were quantified. The accuracy of the measurements was also 
determined as a function of the orientation of the applied force. To evaluate these 
parameters of the sensor, an experimental apparatus consisting of commercial electronic 
instruments was created to interrogate the suture anchor while applying various force 
profiles. In addition, a custom electronic circuit was fabricated to detect the suture 
anchor, and the performance of the custom electronic circuit was examined. 
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6.2. Experiments 
6.2.1. Design and Fabrication of Force Sensing Suture Anchor 
 As shown in Figure 6.3, the sensor consisted of a magnetoelastic material, a 
suture anchor, and a support structure that connected the magnetoelastic material to the 
suture. The suture anchor was 3D printed with V-flash FTI 230. The design of the anchor 
was based on a commercial suture anchor (Smith & Nephew TwinFix Ultra PK), but the 
center of the anchor was hollow to allow embedding of the magnetoelastic material. The 
force-sensing magnetoelastic material was made of 6 strips of 6 mm × 1.2 mm × 30 µm 
Metglas 2826MB (Metglas Inc.), stacked and glued together with Loctite epoxy 1775049 
to form a thicker strip with a larger signal amplitude. The magnetoelastic strips were 
etched by submersion in 10% ferric chloride solution for 60 seconds at 40°C prior to 
application of the epoxy to improve surface roughness, and thus, adherence. The 
magnetoelastic stack was adhered to a stainless steel support of 8 mm × 1.2 mm × 0.5 
mm. The stainless steel piece was also etched similarly to the magnetoelastic strips, but 
for 180 seconds. The two ends of the stainless steel support were bent into loops so that 
they could be secured to the anchor at one end and tied to the suture at the other end. 
After adhering the magnetoelastic stack to the stainless steel support, the whole structure 
was inserted into the cavity of the suture anchor, which was then filled with epoxy. To 
ensure that the sensing structure was centered in the structure (to prevent pinning the 
sensor strips against the inner wall) a nylon thread was inserted through the upper loop of 
the stainless steel piece, allowing it to be suspended at the center of the anchor. The 
anchor was annealed in an oven at 100°C for 2 hours and left in room temperature for at 
least 1 day prior to use. 
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Figure 6.3. A photograph of a force-sensing suture anchor cut along its length prior to filling the 
cavity in the anchor with adhesive. 
 
6.2.2. Experimental Setup and Procedures 
 Figure 6.4 illustrates the experimental setup that applied tensile force of different 
magnitudes and directions to the suture anchor. The suture anchor was secured to a 
sample holder by fastening it into a threaded hole. The sample holder was inserted inside 
the excitation/detection coils. To apply forces of varying amplitudes, different weights 
were applied to the other end of the suture. The angle of the force application was varied 
by resting the suture thread through different stainless steel bars that were placed below 
the sample holder as depicted in Figure 6.4.  
The interrogation of the suture anchor was achieved with commercial electronic 
devices. Specifically, a function generator (Fluke 271) was used to generate an AC 
voltage of 200 Hz. The AC signal was amplified with an audio amplifier (Tapco J1400), 
which was connected to the AC excitation coil. At the same time, a DC current was 
generated by a power supply (Kepco ABC 10-10DM) to the DC excitation coil. The 
magnetization of the magnetoelastic material inside the suture anchor was captured by the 
detection coil, and was measured by a spectrum analyzer (Agilent 4396B). The excitation 
coil was a solenoid with 80 mm length, 115 mm diameter, 205 turns, and was made of 26 
gauge magnet wire. The detection coil (placed inside the excitation coil) was made of two 
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solenoids connected in series but with opposite winding directions to cancel out the 
majority of the excitation signal in the absence of the sensor. The detection coil was 35 
mm in length, 105 mm in diameter, had 150 turns, and was made of 32 gauge wire. 
 
 
Figure 6.4. Depiction of the experimental setup using commercial electronic devices (function 
generator, amplifier, and spectrum analyzer). The suture anchor was attached to a sample holder 
and interrogated with excitation/detection coils. Force was applied with a weight. 
  
 To measure the sensitivity of the force-sensing suture anchor, weights of different 
values were applied to the anchor and the amplitude of the 3rd order harmonic (at 600 Hz) 
was measured with the spectrum analyzer. The amount of weight was gradually increased 
from 0 to 45 N, and then gradually reduced back to 0 N to determine the hysteresis of the 
measurements. The suture anchor was also exposed to cyclic loading between 0 and 45 N 
to quantify its repeatability and measurement drift. Forces above 45 N were not tested as 
the Ehicon Coated Vicryl Polyglactin 910 suture thread used for this experiment failed in 
tension at around 75 N. To determine the effect of loading direction on the suture anchor, 
the angle of the applied force, defined as θ in Figure 6.4, was decreased from 0 to -45°, 
and then increased to 45°. The excitation AC current for all experiments was 200 mA. 
Note from Figure 6.3 that the head of the stainless steel wire is placed close to the 
opening of the screw. In the actual application, the head of the stainless steel piece will be 
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embedded 1.5 to 2 mm into the anchor. Thus, the maximum angle of force application on 
the stainless steel sensing element will be approximately 45°.  
 
6.2.3. Custom Detection Device 
 A wearable detection system is needed for practical implementation of the 
magnetoelastic force-sensing suture anchor. Thus, a low-cost and portable prototype 
detection device was designed and fabricated for monitoring the response of the 
magnetoelastic material (see Figure 6.5). The detection device operated by implementing 
time-domain signal acquisition followed by a Fourier Transform of the data to obtain the 
frequency spectrum of the sensor response. The amplitudes at each harmonic frequency 
were then extracted from the frequency-domain data. 
 
Figure 6.5. A photograph of the custom electronic circuit for detecting the response of the force 
sensing suture anchor. 
 
 
6.2.3.1. Excitation Circuit 
 A block diagram overview of the detection device is shown in Figure 6.6. A 
MATLAB graphical user interface (GUI) was generated to communicate with the 
MSP430f2618 microcontroller (Texas Instruments) onboard the detection circuit, which 
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also controlled the excitation circuit. A Wein Bridge Oscillator circuit was used to 
produce a 200 Hz sinusoidal signal. The Wein Bridge Oscillator output was amplified 
and filtered in order to smooth the signal and provide adequate voltage to the following 
power amplification circuit. Due to the nature of harmonic detection, it was critical that 
harmonics in the excitation signal were minimized to prevent detection of false harmonic 
signals at the detection circuit input. An OPA548 was chosen for power amplification due 
to its large current output per channel (5 A), wide supply range, thermal shutdown safety 
feature, and stability when driving inductive loads. A variable gain stage was also 
implemented to accommodate for different coil configurations, where higher coil 
impedance generally requires a higher excitation circuit output. 
 
 
Figure 6.6. Flowchart depicting the functionality of the detection device. 
 
 A DC excitation circuit and coil were also included in the device design. The DC 
excitation field, which was connected to an independent DC excitation coil wound 
concentrically over the AC excitation coil, was generated by amplifying the MSP430 
microcontroller’s digital-to-analog converter output using LF353 general purpose op 
amps as well as a second OPA548 amplifier. The DC biasing field generated by this 
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circuit added the capability for software-controlled DC biasing sweeps to locate the 
maximum amplitude response corresponding to each harmonic frequency component. 
 
6.2.3.2. Detection Circuit 
 Since the goal of the harmonic detection circuit was to monitor the response at the 
harmonics of the 200 Hz excitation signal, a notch-filtering stage was implementedat 60 
Hz to remove power-line noise. Six additional Sallen-Key bandpass filtering stages were 
used to amplify and filter the detection signal using LF353 general purpose amplifiers. 
Ideally, the first input stage would perform the majority of the amplification; however, 
due to the large signal-to-noise ratio of the sensor response when compared to the 
excitation signal (approximately 85dBm) in addition to the low gain-bandwidth product 
(compared to the desired frequency range of 1 MHz) of the chosen op amps (low-cost) it 
was necessary to amplify the signal at future stages to prevent saturation. An overall gain 
of 18000 was achieved with this configuration. 
The graphical user interface, as shown in Figure 6.7, allows control of the circuit 
via communication to the MSP430 microcontroller. Specifically, the user interface 
controls of a variety of parameters including: number of 200 Hz periods to collect data 
over, number of points per period, the DC starting and ending current, the number of 
steps between those currents, and the internal MSP430 reference to use (1.5 V for smaller 
signals to improve resolution and 2.5 V for larger signals). A second GUI was created 
(Figure 6.8) which collects and displays a graph of the 2nd order harmonic signal (400 
Hz) as a function of DC biasing field once the sweep is complete. 
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Figure 6.7. Graphics user interface for the custom suture anchor detection device. (top) GUI for 
capturing the frequency spectrum. The graph on the left shows the time-domain signal and the 
graph on the right are the frequency-domain data (peaks at 400 Hz and 800 Hz are the 2nd and 
4th harmonics).  
 
 
Figure 6.8. GUI for measuring the harmonic signals as a function of a DC biasing field. Shown in 
the graph is the 2nd order harmonic signals at biasing fields from 0 to 0.5 A. 
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6.3. Results and Discussions 
 Figure 6.9 plots the measured 3rd harmonic response of the force-sensing suture 
(measured voltage at the detection coil at 600 Hz) when 0 to 45 N of tensile force was 
applied along the length of the suture anchor (both increasing and decreasing forces). The 
response followed a 2nd order polynomial, and the hysteresis between the increasing and 
decreasing loads was less than 1% of the sensor’s full scale output. This sensor also 
demonstrated very low drift when exposed to cyclic loading. As shown in Figure 6.10, 
there was no observable drift in the sensor response over 10 cycles of force loading. Note 
that this sensing system can only measure force of up to about 50 N because it needs to 
detect forces of a few Newtons. The high sensitivity for this sensor system was needed to 
precisely measure subtle changes in forces at a rotator cuff when the user was performing 
various activities, allowing the study of rotator cuff strength during regeneration and also 
providing early indication of potential repair failure. If needed, the force range of the 
sensor can be changed by altering the thickness and material elasticity of the supporting 
substrate that the magnetoelastic material was attached to (a 1.0 mm × 0.5 mm flat 316L 
stainless steel wire was used for this sensor). A thicker and stiffer support for the 
magnetoelastic material would increase the force range but reduce the sensitivity. 
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Figure 6.9. The response of the force-sensing suture anchor towards force applied along the 
longitudinal direction of the anchor. Standard deviations (less than 0.1%) are plotted but may not 
be visible in the plot. The hysteresis between the increasing and decreasing cycles is 0.83% of 
the full scale output. 
 
 
Figure 6.10. Change in the measured signal from the suture anchor when applied force was 
alternately varied between 0 and 45 N. 
 
  
Figure 6.11. (a) The stainless steel was extended when the suture was pulled along the length of 
the suture anchor, resulting in a tensile force on the magnetoelastic material. (c) The stainless 
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steel support was bent away from the magnetoelastic material when the suture was pulled at θ < 
0°, causing a larger tensile force at the magnetoelastic material. (c) The stainless steel support 
was bent towards the magnetoelastic material when the suture was pulled at an angle towards it, 
generating a compressive force on the magnetoelastic material. 
 
During clinical implementation, it is unlikely that the load will be directly applied 
along the length of the suture anchor. Instead, the load will be applied at an angle with 
respect to the length of the anchor. To quantify the potential error due to the applied force 
direction, the sensitivity of the suture anchor was investigated as a function of the loading 
angle as shown in Figure 6.11. As shown in Figure 6.11a, when the force was applied 
along the length of the suture anchor (θ = 0°), the stainless steel support was extended, 
generating a tensile force on the magnetoelastic material and thus increasing its signal 
amplitude (see Figure 6.12). When the suture was pulled at an angle away from the side 
where magnetoelastic material was attached (see Figure 6.11b) (θ < 0°), the stainless 
steel support experienced bending that caused an additional tensile force on the 
magnetoelastic material, resulting in a larger force sensitivity (see Figure 6.12). 
However, after a certain angle, the sensitivity of the force-sensing suture did not appear 
to increase with angle. This was probably due to the narrowness of the adhesive-filled 
cavity that prevented further bending of the stainless steel support at large angles. In 
contrast, when a force was applied in the same direction as the magnetoelastic material 
(See Figure 6.11c), the stainless steel support bending caused a compression force on the 
magnetoelastic material. As a result, the force-sensing suture anchor showed a decrease 
to negative values (sensor signal decreased with increasing loads, as shown in Figure 
6.12). In addition, as shown in Figure 6.12b, the sensor’s sensitivity was very stable and 
also larger when loaded at an angle 15° < θ < 45°. Therefore, as long as the suture anchor 
was secured in the right direction, the sensor signal would not be affected by slight 
changes in the force direction, which is critical since movement of the rotator cuff may 
cause a slight change in the force direction and this system will be resistant to this error. 
Nevertheless, during the surgical implantation of the force-sensing suture anchor, the 
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surgeon has to make sure the suture anchor is secured in the right direction to ensure 
accuracy of measurements. A notch or other identifying feature can be added to the final 
product in order to simplify identification of the orientation during laparoscopic surgery. 
 
 
Figure 6.12a. Changes in sensor signal due to the angle of force loading. 
 
Figure 6.12b. Coefficients of 2nd order polynomial curves (𝑦𝑦 = 𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥2 + 𝑏𝑏𝑥𝑥 + c) fitted to the sensor 
response as a function of angle of the loading force (Figure 6.12a). 
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6.4. Conclusions 
 A wireless, passive sensor was integrated with a suture anchor for monitoring an 
force in real time, in vivo. Experimental results indicated the suture anchor showed 
repeatable response with low hysteresis and drift, and the sensitivity can be altered by 
changing the sensor design and material. The sensitivity of the sensor was also quantified 
as a function of force application direction, and it was found that the response of the 
suture anchor sensor was relatively constant at angles of 15° to 45° from the longitudinal 
axis of the anchor. 
 When completely developed, the described sensing system can measure loads at 
orthopedic repair sites, specifically rotator cuff surgeries, thus providing quantitative 
feedback for surgeons and physical therapists to reduce rehabilitation time and cost, as 
well as reducing the chances of repair failure. The suture anchor can be wirelessly 
monitored with a wearable device, allowing real-time, continuous biofeedback for 
surgeons and physical therapists to make informed decisions and accurately apply 
evidence-based care. To our knowledge, there is no comparable technology that can 
perform similar tasks efficiently, and successful implementation of our system could lead 
to significant cost savings in the orthopedic industry. Therefore, the sensor technology 
presented in this paper, when fully developed, may improve healing rates or reduce the 
healing time for such injuries, which will significantly reduce associated healthcare costs 
and increase the patient’s quality of life. 
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Abstract 
 Coronary artery disease is the leading cause of death for both men and women, 
accounting for more than 5 million deaths in the United States alone. The gold standard 
of care for this condition is balloon angioplasty with implantable stents. However, long-
term presence of the stent can have negative effects resulting in stenosis of implanted 
stents (restenosis). Current methods to prevent this problem include drug-eluting stents 
and biodegradable stents. Biodegradable stents proposed thus far have either degraded 
too slowly or failed to provide mechanical support long enough. This work investigates 
the use of a unique type of magnetic material for post-operative wireless control of stent 
degradation rates. Utilizing magnetoelastic Galfenol (iron-gallium), applied magnetic 
fields translate into longitudinal micron-level elongations of the material, which could be 
implemented to wirelessly cause a micro-stirring effect. A mass-loss experiment in cell 
media and corresponding cross-sectional surface area analysis revealed that degradation 
rates can be controlled using magnetoelastic fields. In vitro indirect cytotoxicity tests on 
primary aortic smooth muscle cells from Sprague-Dawley rats indicated that Galfenol 
byproduct must be concentrated to about 7 times the potency of levels collected after 60 
days of degradation to cause significant cell death (~15%). Surface and cross-sectional 
characterization using scanning electron microscope identified differences in the 
corrosion behavior and surface oxide constituents. Results indicate that Galfenol 
(Fe80Ga20) degradation rates (~ 0.55% per month) are insufficient for stenting 
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applications and that pitting is the primary corrosion type. While this material may not be 
ideal for comprising the entire stent, there is potential for use in combination with other 
materials. Furthermore, the ability to control degradation rates post-implantation opens 
new possibilities for biodegradable stents; additional magnetoelastic materials should be 
investigated for use in stenting applications. 
 
7.1. Introduction 
More than 5 million people in the United States suffer from coronary artery 
disease (CAD), which is the leading cause of death for both men and women [7.1]. CAD 
is caused by plaque buildup in the coronary arteries that results in the reduction of the 
vessel diameter and, as a result, decreases the volume of oxygenated blood flowing to the 
heart. If left untreated, blockage of coronary arteries can lead to myocardial infarction 
and death [7.1]. The most common treatment for this disease utilizes coronary stents - 
small expandable tubes made of wire-mesh [7.2] - that are permanently implanted inside 
the artery to keep occluded blood vessels open [7.1]. Unfortunately, the long-term 
presence of a stent can cause complications such as restenosis or constrictive remodeling 
(narrowing) of the artery [7.2]. To avoid these issues, drug-eluting stents, such as the 
TAXUS and CYPHER stents [7.1], have been developed; however, even though the 
occurrence of restenosis and constrictive remodeling can be reduced in about 65% of 
cases, research shows that the continued presence of the stent becomes unnecessary after 
initial vessel remodeling, and may actually cause harm as it may lead to late stent 
thrombosis [7.3]. As a result, many researchers are working on biodegradable stents that 
will slowly dissolve after preliminary deployment, avoiding issues of restenosis while 
still treating CAD. Current work mostly focuses on iron, magnesium or polymer stents 
[7.3]; however, the performance of these stents has not yet reached desired expectations. 
For example, the degradation of magnesium stents is too fast, iron stents not only degrade 
too quickly but also in a non-uniform fashion, and while polymer stents can easily be 
tuned, they do not have sufficient mechanical strength over the course of their lifespan 
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[7.3]. More importantly, these stents have predetermined degradation rates that cannot be 
altered post-implantation. Therefore, they cannot adapt for individual conditions that may 
require faster or slower degradation of stents.  
To develop a stenting system that is adaptive to individual conditions, this work 
has investigated a unique material with controllable degradation rates post-implantation, 
as well as the ability to monitor its surrounding conditions. The technology utilized in 
this project was made of a biocompatible magnetoelastic material, Galfenol (Fe80Ga20) 
alloy, which can be set to generate a sub-micron level vibration with an AC magnetic 
excitation field. Preliminary results have indicated that the sub-micron vibration alters the 
degradation rate of a magnetoelastic material [7.4]. In addition, the vibration produces a 
stress-dependent magnetic flux that can be remotely monitored with a coil antenna. As a 
result, not only can this stent monitor the surrounding conditions of the implant site, but 
its degradation rate can be controlled post-implantation. Essentially, this technology will 
allow determination of the time point when the stent is no longer needed, at which point 
the rate of stent degradation can be adjusted depending on the need. This will allow for 
personalization of patient treatment post-stenting procedure, hence improving the 
outcome of percutaneous coronary interventions. 
Previous studies using pure iron stents showed excellent biocompatibility in rabbit 
and pig animal models [7.5-7.7]. Additionally, iron has high ductility [7.8] and strength, 
making it ideal for stent applications. Unfortunately, iron has been shown to have a low 
degradation rate in arterial applications that significantly detracts from its usefulness in 
biodegradable stent applications [7.5]. In addition, the primary type of degradation for 
pure iron is pitting. As a result, many studies have been performed to find ideal 
microstructural modifications, treatments, or alloying methods to improve iron’s 
degradation rate without significantly hindering its mechanical qualities and 
biocompatibility [7.8-7.21]. 
Radioactive gallium is currently used in the process of performing gallium scans 
(Gallium 67 Scans) to identify inflammation and areas of rapid cell division to locate 
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tumors and the cause of fevers with unknown causes [7.22]. No notable biological 
reactions have been reported aside from rare cases of allergic reaction. In fact, gallium 
salts are being investigated for use in treatment of some gram-positive antibiotic-resistant 
bacterial infections [7.23]. 
Galfenol has been heavily investigated for its giant magnetostrictive properties, 
which allow it to change in dimension with an applied magnetic field. In fact, aside from 
Terfenol-D, it has the highest magnetostriction of any stable material. Polycrystaline 
Galfenol can exhibit tensile strength in the range of 400 GPa, which is 4-5 times higher 
than pure iron [7.24]. Given the biocompatibility of iron and gallium on their own, 
Galfenol is a very interesting material for use in biomedical applications. Its increased 
tensile strength adds additional advantages, since stent struts composed of it could be 
made thinner while still providing sufficient mechanical support.  
Holmes and colleagues recently investigated the cytotoxicity of Fe88Ga12 and 
Fe71Ga29 degradation byproducts generated from samples obtained from Ames Lab on 
L929 fibroblasts [7.4]. Results from this study showed no significant cell death at a 
variety of concentrations used for indirect cytotoxicity experiments. This study also 
included a comparison of degradation rates for Galfenol samples submersed in standard 
culture media with and without magnetic field application. Mass loss analysis of the 
samples indicated that it was possible to control degradation rates of the samples by 
controlling exposure to an externally applied magnetic field. 
The purpose of this work is to further the investigation into the use of Galfenol as 
a biodegradable biomaterial – specifically toward coronary stenting applications. 
Therefore, similar investigations to the work by Holmes were performed on primary 
aortic smooth muscle cells isolated from Sprague-Dawley rats to achieve an experiment 
closer to in vivo cellular conditions. Primary cells will provide a closer representation of 
the true vulnerability of vascular cells to Galfenol than the immortalized fibroblast cells 
used in previous studies. One of the primary goals of the work presented here is to 
determine the threshold level of Galfenol degradation byproduct required to cause 
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significant cellular toxicity. The degradation behavior of the material is also analyzed in 
this work through mass-loss measurements, surface SEM images, and cross-sectional 
SEM images. 
 
7.2. Experiments 
 Iron-Gallium (Galfenol) samples were grown using the Bridgeman Technique as 
reported in [7.25]. Specifically, 0.8 mm diameter Fe80Ga20 wire was obtained from Ames 
Lab. In all cases, the wire samples were cleaned ultrasonically in 90% ethanol solution 
for 10 minutes and annealed for 1 hour at 100°C prior to the experiments. The wires were 
then sterilized for 12 hours with N74 Anprolene ethylene oxide (Anderson Sterilizers) 
prior to implementation in vitro. 
 
7.2.1. Degradation Experiment 
 Wire samples of 3 cm length and 0.5 mm diameter were immersed in 4 mL 
samples and incubated at 37°C and 5% CO2 for 3, 15, 30, 45, and 60 day time intervals. 
One group of samples (n = 3 each) was exposed to magnetic field at 40 Hz and 0.5 A 
produced by a Fluke 271 function generator amplified by an audio amplifier (Tapco Juice 
1400) through an excitation coil (11 cm length, 5 cm diameter, 540 turns). The field was 
applied for 2 hours each day. An ETek 10709 digital multimeter with a calibrated 
thermocouple was used to assess the temperature of the wires under applied magnetic 
field. The thermocouple was attached to a 3 cm section of Galfenol wire and placed at the 
center of the excitation coil with the other samples. The temperature was monitored twice 
per hour during the magnetic field application each day (at 30 minutes and 90 minutes 
into the treatment) which allowed confirmation that the temperature of the sensor never 
reached 38°C or above. An identical procedure was for a control group where wires were 
degraded in media but magnetic vibration was not applied. Each sample was weighed 
using an AB265-S Mettler Toledo scale prior to immersion in cell media. After the 
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designated timepoints, the wires were removed from solution, ultrasonicated in ethanol 
for 3 minutes, dried using compressed air, and weighed again to determine mass loss. 
 
7.2.2. Surface Characterization 
Wires from the experiment described in Section 7.2.1 were analyzed under a 
JEOL JSM-6400 (Peabody, MA) scanning electron microscope equipped with a dSpec 
automation system (Geller MicroÅnalytical Laboratory; Topsfield, MA). Wires and wire 
cross-sections were carbon coated and imaged at an accelerating voltage of 20kV and a 
current of 0.51nA. Sections were observed and imaged at a working distance of 39mm 
using backscattered electron imaging (BEI) at 130X normal magnification. Three regions 
of interest for one representative cross-section for each group were selected. Energy-
dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was performed at 300,000X normal magnification. 
Identified elements were normalized with provided appropriate elemental standards using 
identical beam conditions. 
A custom sample cross-sectioning apparatus and procedure were developed to 
obtain the wire cross-sections. The wires obtained as described in Section 7.2.1 were 
embedded into Pace Technologies ULTRA-3000R Resin by first securing one end into a 
cork encircled by PVC tubing which was filled with the resin. The tubing was then cut 
and removed from the cylindrical mold and the cylindrical samples were cut along the 
radial direction of the samples. 
The sample cutter was constructed by first attaching the head of a commercial 
drill press apparatus to a Dremel. The head of the apparatus was bolted to a piece of 2” × 
8” pressure-treated pine wood. ¼” holes were drilled in the wood piece and ¼” steel rods 
were inserted through the holes. The rods were also inserted into identical holes drilled 
into a ½” thick PVC sheet that acted as a base. This allowed the Dremel to move along 
the vertical direction in a repeatable manner. A small platform was also created and 
connected to the base piece. The platform was made of 2” × 4” pressure treated pine and 
had a 1/8” × 1/8” × 2” polycarbonate strip adhered to it using double-sided industrial 
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strength adhesive tape. The end of the sample was placed at the edge of the polycarbonate 
strip and the Dremel was lowered with a 1/16” tungsten carbide blade to cut the sample in 
a guillotine style. This process was repeated until 10-16 cross-sections were obtain from 
each sample. The circular cross-sectioned samples were then super-glued to the bottom of 
a cylindrical mold in the shape of the scanning electron microscope sample holder. After 
the super-glue was allowed to dry, more resin was applied a second time to fill the mold. 
The resulting sample pucks with cross sections embedded in the bottom were sanded 
using 120, 500, and 1200 grit MD diamond sanding discs on a Struers Tegrapol-21 
automated polishing apparatus at 10 N contact force for 3 minutes each. Following 
sanding, the samples were polished using a nylon polishing disc with 1 µm diamond 
paste for 3 minutes at 10 N. 0.1 µm diamond paste polishing on the same type of 
substrate was then performed for 30 minutes at 15 N to finalize the polishing procedure. 
 
7.2.3. Indirect Cytotoxicity Test 
 Primary rat smooth muscle cells (SMCs) were obtained and cultured according to 
Chamley-Campbell et al. [7.26] with slight modifications. In brief, anaesthetized rats 
(Sprague-Dawley) were euthanized according to the American Veterinary Medical 
Association Guidelines. Rat aortas were collected and soaked in 1% pen-strep phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS). The following steps were performed in a biosafety hood to avoid 
contamination. The adventitia layer was removed carefully from the vessel. The lumen 
was fluxed with 1% Penicillin-Streptomycin (pen-strep) PBS several times to remove 
residual blood cells. The tissue was then cut into 1-2 mm2 pieces. After another PBS 
wash, the small tissue explants were mixed with excessive complete Dulbecco’s 
Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) media (with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% 
pen-strep), transferred into a tissue culture treated T75 flask, and placed into a 37 C°5% 
CO2 incubator. The tissue explants were left for 2-4 weeks without any movement in the 
incubator to let the SMCs migrate out from the tissue explant to the flask substrate. At 
that time, the culture flask was gently transferred out for phase contrast microscopy 
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examination. Once SMCs formed island-like cell sheets, 0.05% trypsin was applied to 
detach SMCs. After neutralization and centrifuge (×150g for 5 min), the dispersed cells 
were re-suspended in the complete DMEM media and subcultured in another T75 flask. 
2-3 weeks after the first passage, cells were ready for the experiment. Along with each 
experiment, SMCs were characterized by fluorescently labeling anti–smooth muscle α-
actin [7.27]. Passages 2-5 were then used in this study. 
 Cultured cells were washed in 1% pen-strep PBS followed by detaching the cells 
using 0.05% trypsin. The cells were then seeded at a density of 1×104 cells cm-2 with 
DMEM (10% FBS and 1% pen-strep). 24 hours later, the media was exchanged with 
media collected from the degradation experiment explained in Section 7.2.1. The 
degradation media was then spun down in a centrifuge at 5000 rpm for 10 minutes. 90% 
of the supernatant was removed to concentrate the degradation byproduct. The 
degradation media was diluted with fresh media in order to obtain the desired 
concentrations of 10 µg/mL, 25 µg/mL, 50 µg/mL, and 100 µg/mL. These concentrations 
were chosen based on work by [7.27] which showed significant primary vascular smooth 
muscle cell toxicity with pure iron degradation products at 50 µg/mL. Therefore, the 
purpose of this experiment was to compare pure iron and Galfenol cytotoxicity. Calcein-
AM (2 μΜ) and ethidium bromide (5 μg/ml) were used to stain the cells. An Olympus 
BX51 microscope was used to image cells at 4x magnification. Live-dead analysis was 
carried out with viability reported as the ratio of live cells to total cells in each dish. The 
cell densities were also compared to determine if Galfenol byproducts causes anti-
proliferative effects on smooth muscle cells similar to ferric iron [28]. 
 
7.3. Results and Discussion 
7.3.1. Degradation Experiment 
 The mass loss of the sensors over time is shown in Figure 7.1. From this graph, it 
is clear that this experiment confirmed the results of mass loss experiments in [7.4]. 
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Compared to previous work, new protocols were implemented to reduce procedural 
errors and better reflect the structure of stents. For example, the surface-to-volume ratio 
of the samples used in previous work was 1.5 mm-1 compared to the wire surface-to-
volume ratio in this experiment which was approximately 5.1 mm-1. Additionally, in [7.4] 
the wire samples were removed from media every time they were weighed. However; in 
this experiment, each sample was left in cell media until it was weighed at the end of its 
test period. It is logical to assume that the reduction in standard deviation for this test 
compared to those in work by Holmes et al. resulted from eliminating variables 
associated with removing the sensors from the media and weighing them repeatedly. It 
should also be noted that, in this experiment, the average Galfenol starting mass was 
313.70 mg. Therefore, the maximum change in mass is approximately 0.86% for the 
control and 1.20% for the samples vibrated by magnetic field. Previous experiments 
showed degradation from about 0.20% to 0.38%; however, the surface area-to-volume 
ratio is about 3.4 times higher in this experiment. If the previous experimental results 
were increased by this ratio and extrapolated to 60 days, they would be 2.04% and 
3.87%, which would be much higher than the results obtained in this experiment. 
Exposure to air and breaking off regions of the degradation product during handling of 
samples (during the process of periodically weighing them) in previous work are possible 
reasons for this difference. This effect could be more significant in areas where cracking 
of the bulk material had occurred due to magnetoelastic vibration, accounting for the 
larger difference in ratio of degradation between control and vibrated samples for the 
experiment from previous work.  
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Figure 7.1. Mass loss of Galfenol samples in media over 15-day time points comparing control 
samples to remotely vibrated samples. 
 
7.3.2. Surface and Cross-Sectional Characterization 
 Surface SEM images were taken from degraded wires at each time point. Of 
particular note are the images displayed in Figure 7.2 which were taken as representative 
samples from the 60-day time points. Qualitatively, the control samples at right have 
more open and thoroughly degraded pits. Given that the magnetic field application has 
the effect of straining the magnetoelastic portions of the Galfenol wire, and that the oxide 
layer does not possess magnetoelastic properties, it is possible that the base 
magnetoelastic layer is applying a force to the rigid oxide formed at the interfacing 
surface. The shear force generated by this difference in strains is likely responsible for 
causing flakes of degradation byproduct to crack and break off more readily. This would 
explain the increased degradation rate for samples exposed to magnetic fields in addition 
to the likelihood that the micro-stirring effect of the wire vibration is exposing more 
solvent to the material surface. If this theory is correct and the change in degradation 
behavior is a result of exposing layers beneath the oxide layer, future studies will need to 
focus on the size of the dislodged oxide particles to determine if they are smaller, larger, 
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or the same size as standard oxide flakes in order to prevent serious side effects including 
potential embolisms that could result in stroke. 
 Because the pits in the magnetically vibrated samples appear to be more open, it 
is likely that pitting surface area was increased by this mechanism of breaking off oxide 
layers more quickly, preventing deep and narrow pits that could cause sudden strut 
failure, and instead accelerating the degradation of more open pits. Additionally, the sub-
micron elongation and contraction of the wire along its length may have contributed to a 
micro-stirring effect, which could accelerate ion dissociation into and from media (or 
blood/tissue) more readily in vivo.  
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Figure 7.2. (previous page) The left column SEM images are taken from control samples 
degraded for 60 days while the right column is taken from degraded samples with daily applied 
magnetic fields for 60 days. A 200 µm scale (black) is shown in the bottom left image which 
applies for all images. 
 
 Analysis of cross-sectioned wires revealed surface area reductions as shown in 
Table 7.1. The calculations shown in the table assume that mass loss is directly 
proportional to surface area. As expected, when compared to direct weighing (see Figure 
7.1), the calculation of mass loss from cross-sectioned images showed slightly higher 
losses from both the control (3.22 mg vs. 2.72 mg) and the samples vibrated by the 
applied magnetic field (4.55 mg vs. 3.77 mg). In both cases, the differences can be 
explained by noting that the direct weighing method included the degradation product 
still adhered to the surface of the bulk material, while the cross-sectional analysis was 
taken from the unaltered sample. 
 
Table 7.1. Mass loss results using surface area analysis in ImageJ software. Measurements are 
taken as a percent difference from a 0.5 mm diameter wire. 
 Control Vibrated 
AVG (% 
change) 
1.03% 1.45% 
STD 1.05% 0.73% 
Mass (mg) 3.22 4.55 
 
While the results of this test corroborate the results of the mass loss experiment, 
statistical significance between vibrated and control samples (ANOVA, p < 0.05) was not 
obtained. The high degree of variability in samples using this method is likely a result of 
the non-uniform surface area along the wire’s length as well as the cracking seen in 
Figure 7.3. The large crack extending from near the center of the wire to the surface was 
a result of the sample cross-sectioning method and was observed in all samples. 
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For the non-vibrated wire, corrosion products resembling relatively low atomic 
weight oxides were abundantly present at the wire/epoxy interface (Figure 7.4a). These 
oxides most likely include gallium and iron oxides, with some possible derivative of 
Ca3(PO4)2 for locations in the non-vibrated sample (b and c from Table 7.2).    
 
 
Figure 7.3. Backscatter images of wire cross sections after 60 days of degradation in media. 
Images are at 140X (left) and 3,300X (right) normal magnification for non-vibrated (top) and 
vibrated samples (bottom). The red circles in images at left mark the locations that the images at 
right were taken. The red dots labeled a, b, and c mark the locations where EDS was performed 
as presented in Table 7.2. 
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Figure 7.3 also indicates that the vibrated samples exhibited a different mode of 
corrosion when compared with the non-vibrated samples. Large portions of the bulk 
material were dislodged, while oxide development occurred within the interstitial space 
(Figure 7.4b). Furthermore, Figure 7.4b shows concentrated gallium depletion in the 
bulk iron matrix approaching the corrosion-surface interface of the wire (lighter dot-like 
regions among the bulk were comprised primarily of gallium). EDS characterization of 
multiple points in the vibrated sample oxide exhibit a relatively higher weight percentage 
of gallium content in multiple regions relative to the non-vibrated corrosion products. A 
possible explanation for this phenomenon could be that the vibration causes an unstable 
gallium cation near the surface of the wire in the bulk matrix that favorably dissolves into 
the oxide product, leaving gallium depleted, iron rich fragmented bulk particles, and a 
more gallium rich oxide compared to the non-vibrated samples. 
 
Table 7.2. EDS weight percentage per element by location (ND = not detected). 
 
 Fe wt% Ga wt% O wt% C wt% P wt% Ca wt% 
Control Sample 
a 12.16 62.34 25.35 0.15 ND ND 
b 50.99 7.63 31.11 1.78 6.45 2.05 
c 68.01 7.85 23.47 0.40 0.12 0.14 
Vibrated Sample 
a 58.62 17.31 23.57 0.27 ND 0.22 
b 61.82 13.56 23.83 0.50 ND 0.29 
c 41.01 33.93 24.54 0.40 ND 0.13 
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Figure 7.4. High magnification backscatter images of (a) control sample at and (b) 
vibrated sample. 
 
A second possible explanation for the differences in oxide constituents is that the 
gallium oxides are more favorable on the surface of the bulk. Because Galfenol is 
primarily body-centered cubic α-Fe with randomly substituted gallium [7.28], it is 
expected that these regions contribute to stress concentrations, and thus, areas with 
increased reactivity. The Pilling-Bedworth ratio as given by [7.29]: 
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𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵 = 𝑀𝑀𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 ∙ 𝜌𝜌𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑙𝑙𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑙𝑙 ∙ 𝜌𝜌𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 
where M is the molecular weight and ρ is the density, can be used to estimate the 
properties of oxide formation on a surface. Ratios less than 1 produce porous oxides, 
between 1 and 2 produce stable oxides, and greater than 2 produce unstable/non-uniform 
oxide layers. On Galfenol, the Pilling-Bedworth ratio of Fe2O3 and Ga2O3 are 2.21 and 
1.69. Thus, the non-vibrated samples, spalling (flaking off) of iron-based oxides is more 
likely to occur. However, in the case of the magnetically vibrated samples, the induced 
strains may contribute to increasing the rate of detachment of oxide layers of all types, 
especially at regions of gallium impurities that could contribute to local stress 
concentrations. Thus, the thin layer of oxides at the surface of vibrated samples is 
expected to be composed of components closer to the iron/gallium ratio of the bulk 
material. 
 
7.3.3. Indirect Cytotoxicity Test 
 Results from the indirect cytotoxicity test using 10 µg/mL, 25 µg/mL, 50 µg/mL, 
and 100 µg/mL concentrations of Galfenol degradation byproduct are shown in Figure 
7.5 and Figure 7.6. (as calculated using measured mass loss). Analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) was performed on the cell count data produced by the cell viability 
experiment with p < 0.05. Significance was found between the 50 µg/mL cultures and 
every other group. There was also found to be significance between the 100 µg/mL 
cultures and every other group. 
 Previous work by Muller and coworkers showed that primary umbilical venous 
smooth muscle cell proliferation could be controlled via concentration of ferrous iron in 
the surrounding tissue [7.30]. In order to confirm that Galfenol byproducts produce 
similar effects, the total cell counts (live + dead) were plotted as shown in Figure 7.7. A 
significant difference between the total cells in the control wells and wells from all other 
concentrations (except for 10 µg/mL) were found. In fact, increasing the Galfenol 
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byproduct concentration appeared to have an increasingly anti-proliferative effect on the 
aortic smooth muscle cells. 
Although this test shows significant levels of cellular death, this could be 
interpreted several ways. First, the concentrations of iron and gallium in these tests 
represent a higher concentration than would be expected in vivo. This is due to the fact 
that the experiment was run in static conditions, whereas blood circulation would carry 
some of the byproduct away from the stent in most applications. Additionally, the 
concentrations exposed to the SMC’s were approximately 7 times higher than would be 
expected, even in an in vitro setting. This is due to the fact that a concentrated product 
was used to amplify exposure of the byproduct to the cell cultures. Furthermore, since the 
iron load in the blood is 400-500 µg/mL [7.30], it is unlikely that the comparatively 
smaller iron load from a stent would cause considerable problems in an in vivo setting. 
This assumes that the degradation byproducts of the alloyed iron-gallium are comparable 
to that of pure iron stents and intravenously injected gallium. 
 
  
(a) 
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(b) 
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Figure 7.5. Visual illustration of the Calcein-AM (live) and Ethidium Bromide (dead) fourescent 
assay for the (a) control (b) 10 µg/mL (c) 25 µg/mL (d) 50 µg/mL and (e) 100 µg/mL 
concentrations of Galfenol degradation byproduct. 
 
(d) 
(e) 
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Figure 7.6. Exposure to concentration of Galfenol degradation byproducts vs. cell death. 
# - 50 µg/mL and 100 µg/mL were found to be significant when compared against all other 
concentrations (ANOVA, p < 0.05). 
 
 
Figure 7.7. Average cell count per well with Galfenol degradation byproduct exposure. 
* - Significance was found between all columns except the control vs. 10 µg/mL, 10 µg/mL vs. 25 
µg/mL, and 50 µg/mL vs 100 µg/mL (ANOVA, p < 0.05). 
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7.4. Conclusion 
 The biodegradation and cytotoxicity of Galfenol (iron-gallium) were analyzed. 
Results showed that high enough concentrations of degradation byproducts to result in 
significant primary smooth muscle cell mortality are not produced in static in vitro 
conditions. Anti-proliferative effects of Galfenol were also observed with decreasing cell 
counts in cultures with increasing amounts of degradation byproduct. This was likely due 
to the presence of ferrous iron that has been shown to have anti-proliferative effects on 
smooth muscle cells in the literature. Qualitative comparison of wire samples with and 
without applied magnetic field showed a possible acceleration of delamination and 
detachment of surface oxides due to dissimilar strains between the magnetoelastic iron-
gallium and non-magnetoelastic oxide. Mass loss measurements using Fe80Ga20 wires 
confirmed results from previous ex vivo work showing that degradation can be controlled 
wirelessly by application of applied magnetic fields.  
Several future experiments are warranted for further investigation of the cytotoxic 
effects of high concentrations of Galfenol. First, apoptotic cellular toxicity should be 
confirmed to rule out the possibility of secondary tissue damage due to cell necrosis. 
Second, investigations into the cytotoxicity with and without applied magnetic field 
should be performed. Previous studies have shown that vibrating magnetoelastic 
materials can cause morphological changes in cell behavior [7.31]. Specifically, a variety 
of cell types were shown to attach/detach to the material more readily depending on 
vibration frequency. Quite possibly, this material could be used to control cellular activity 
around the stent material at different time-points in the degradation process. Future work 
should include aortic endothelial and smooth muscle cells investigated in terms of their 
attachment and proliferation in response to magnetoelastic sub-micron vibrations at 
frequencies relevant to inducing biodegradation (tens to hundreds of Hz). 
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Due to non-uniform pitting corrosion and relatively low degradation rates (0.41 
mg/cm3 per day), the corrosion rate of Galfenol still needs to be significantly increased 
for stenting applications. However, even with current degradation rates, this material 
could be used as an external coating of a fast-degrading material such as magnesium in 
order to control how long the inner material is protected from degradation. Additionally, 
other magnetoelastic materials with higher base degradation rates and more uniform 
corrosion could be investigated as possible alternatives for this application. 
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8. Overall Conclusions 
 Presented in this work were a variety of studies that, as a whole, aimed to improve 
the feasibility of magnetoelastic materials for sensing and actuating applications. 
Magnetoelastic resonant sensors of non-standard geometries were investigated to 
determine if geometry could play a role on the sensitivity of the sensor response to mass 
loading. It was shown that a significant increase in sensitivity could be achieved by using 
triangular sensors rather than standard rectangular strips. The aspect ratio of the 
triangular sensors was shown to play a critical role in their sensitivity. It was also 
demonstrated that a flower-shaped custom coil apparatus could detect changes in multiple 
parameters simultaneously in a single frequency sweep given triangular sensors with a 
variety of dimensions. These advances are a first step in the development of a multi-
functional mass-based sensing platform for biological analysis of physiological fluids. 
For example, the design could be implemented for using a small amount of the fluid of 
interest to be dropped in the center of a pattern of triangular sensors (all pointing towards 
the center) in order to detect various different parameters (e.g. glucose, pH, etc.).  
A method for monitoring multiple parameters on a single magnetoelastic resonant 
strip was also pursued. It was demonstrated that the region of the sensor with mass 
loading affects the harmonic resonant frequencies in different manners, as previously 
presented in the literature. Typically, masses much lower than the sensor mass (two 
orders of magnitude or more) saturate the sensor response; however, this work showed 
that masses comparable to the sensor mass behaved in the same fashion as those in lower 
load ranges. Additionally, it was shown that the mass response of sensors loaded at 
multiple locations simultaneously behaved in a manner that would allow the assumption 
of superposition of each individual location’s effect on the overall resonant response. 
 Magneto-harmonic sensors and actuators were also explored in this work. 
Specifically, it was demonstrated that magnetoelastic sensors could be implemented as a 
means of detecting stresses on deep tissue wounds, which are critical for proper healing 
of the wound sites after surgery. Both a suture and a suture anchor design were 
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investigated for their efficacy at monitoring forces applied to tendon repair sites. The 
suture sensor prototype was composed of a flat stainless steel wire with magnetoelastic 
sensor adhered along its length. Hooks on either end of the stainless steel wire were 
attached to suture threads, allowing load-sharing between the sensor and substrate. This 
design allows for modification of the load sensitivity by changing the sensor substrate 
(stiffer materials will have lower range and lower sensitivity, and vice versa). The force-
sensing capability of the suture sensor was demonstrated in ex vivo porcine skin and 
North American white-tailed deer Achilles tendon models. Testing also revealed a 
relatively low degree of error (< 5%) with movement of the sensor within a 5 mm radius 
of the center of the detection coil. 
 It was determined that there would be situations where the suture sensor could not 
be implemented due to the addition of the rigid sensor portion of the suture. Therefore, a 
suture anchor was created which would allow the surgical procedure to remain 
unchanged during tendon repairs. The sensor system was specifically designed for use in 
rotator cuff surgical repairs, as they represent one of the most failure-prone and common 
surgical practices. 3D printed suture anchors based on a commonly implemented 
commercial suture anchor (Smith and Nephew’s TwinFix Ultra PK) were instrumented 
with magnetoelastic sensors intended for operation in the harmonic sensing mode. 
Specifically, the sensors consisted of multiple Metglas 2826MB strips adhered in parallel 
to one another to the side of a flat stainless steel wire. The wire was looped on both sides 
to increase purchase within the screw and to secure to the suture thread. The fabricated 
sensing element was embedded in the hollow section of the head of the anchor. Because 
the load orientation of the tendon-attached suture on the sensing element was expected to 
vary based on surgical procedure and anatomical variation, the sensor was tested at 
multiple angles. From 15° and 45° from the longitudinal direction of the anchor, the slope 
of the sensor response was shown to be constant. This is the ideal case, since the load 
direction is expected to stay below 45° in most cases due to the fact that the loop of the 
sensing element is nested inside the head of the screw. This sensor design is a promising 
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prototype for tendon-repair applications, as it has the potential to provide quantitative 
feedback regarding the forces experienced at a patient’s actual wound site, rather than 
relying on patient-biased parameters such as pain tolerance and assumed capacity to 
perform certain tests. 
 One of the main advantages proposed for magnetoelastic sensing platforms is 
their low-cost nature. Base materials for sensors can range from about $0.10 to $2.00 
each; however, detection devices that are capable of monitoring these sensors are 
relatively high cost, especially for systems utilizing small resonant sensors (high 
frequency) or sensors placed a large distance away from the detection coil (high power). 
These systems generally cost tens of thousands of dollars. Thus, the systems are only 
truly low-cost when implementing a large number of sensor nodes with a single detector. 
This is a likely reason that, at the time of this publication, the only obvious commercially 
available magnetoelastic systems are used to detect torque on rotating parts. Therefore, 
two detection devices were fabricated and built which represent low-cost alternatives 
(both less than $200 each, comparable to any other sensor technology) to commercially 
available alternatives. The result of this work makes the claim that magnetoelastic 
sensing solutions are low-cost alternatives more concrete. 
 The biodegradability and cytotoxicity of a promising magnetoelastic material for 
biomedical applications, Galfenol (iron-gallium) was also investigated. Cytotoxicity tests 
demonstrated that concentrations much higher than would likely be encountered in vivo 
are necessary to cause significant cellular toxicity. Anti-proliferative effects were 
observed in primary aortic rat smooth muscle cells with exposure to Galfenol byproducts, 
which suggests the presence of ferrous iron. Additionally, surface characterization of the 
degraded materials suggests that the degradation rate of Galfenol can be wirelessly 
controlled through application of externally applied magnetic fields to more readily 
expose the bulk material to biological solvents. Compared to the previous work, the data 
presented in this dissertation was obtained with more robust testing conditions and cell 
types specific to stenting applications to validate and expand the understanding of 
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Galfenol’s biocompatibility and controllable degradation rates. This work has illustrated 
that magnetoelastic actuation of implantable devices with controllable post-implantation 
degradation rates are a promising new candidate for vascular stenting (and other 
biomedical applications).  
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Appendix 
Table A1. Bill of materials for the thresholding magnetoelastic resonance detection device. 
Component costs were determined from Digi-Key Electronics as of 08/25/2016. 
Part Each 
at 1 
Unit 
Each at 
1000 
Units 
# Per 
Device 
Cost 1 
Device 
Cost 
1000 
Devices 
MSP430f2618 MCU $12.60 $7.26 1 $12.60 $7.26 
AP1117 V Reg $0.47 $0.14 1 $0.47 $0.14 
PS8802 Opt Isolator $3.12 $1.43 2 $6.24 $2.85 
LF353 Op Amp $0.54 $0.21 4 $2.16 $0.84 
50 MHz Crystal $1.14 $0.66 1 $1.14 $0.66 
AD5932 Fun Gen $10.21 $5.79 1 $10.21 $5.79 
AD624 Inst Amp $40.84 $29.20 1 $40.84 $29.20 
SMD capacitors $0.10 $0.00 40 $4.00 $0.10 
SMD Resistors $0.10 $0.00 39 $3.90 $0.08 
1N4148 Diodes $0.14 $0.03 7 $0.98 $0.19 
TIP41C NPN BJT $0.62 $0.24 1 $0.62 $0.24 
TIP42C PNP BJT $0.62 $0.24 1 $0.62 $0.24 
AD8564 Comparator $8.66 $4.91 2 $17.32 $9.82 
ADG4562 Switch $6.15 $3.85 1 $6.15 $3.85 
P25A14E Supply $29.95 $19.08 1 $29.95 $19.08 
TO220 Heatsink  $1.03 $0.71 2 $2.06 $1.42 
Circuit Enclosure $14.50 $9.64 1 $14.50 $9.64 
Circuit Fabrication $43.00 $0.43 1 $43.00 $0.43 
Totals    $196.76 $91.84 
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Table A2. Bill of materials for the frequency-domain detection device for magneto-harmonic 
detection. Component costs were determined from Digi-Key Electronics as of 08/25/2016. 
Part Each 
at 1 
Unit 
Each at 
1000 Units 
# Per 
Device 
Cost 1 
Device 
Cost 1000 
Devices 
MSP430f2618 MCU $12.60 $7.26 1 $12.60 $7.26 
AP1117 Regulator $0.47 $0.14 1 $0.47 $0.14 
PS8802 OptIsolator $3.12 $1.43 2 $6.24 $2.85 
LF353 Op Amp $0.54 $0.21 11 $5.94 $2.31 
C4051D MUX $0.45 $0.14 1 $0.45 $0.14 
SMD capacitors $0.10 $0.00 44 $4.40 $0.11 
SMD Resistors $0.10 $0.00 71 $7.10 $0.15 
OPA548 Power Amp $15.51 $12.01 2 $31.02 $24.01 
RAC10-05DC/277 
Supply 
$27.69 $22.81 1 $27.69 $22.81 
Circuit Enclosure $14.50 $9.64 1 $14.50 $9.64 
Circuit Fabrication $43.00 $0.47 1 $43.00 $0.47 
Totals    $153.41 $69.89 
 
